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Robert C. Harrall

Letter of Transmittal
Pursuant to §8-15-7 of the Rhode Island General Laws, it is with
satisfaction that I submit the 1996 Annual Report on the Judiciary.
The report reviews significant activities that occurred in the judicial
department during calendar year 1996.
The publication of this report was made possible through the efforts
of staff members of the unified court system and especially those of the
State Court Administrative Office.
Respectfully submitted.

Robert C. Harrall
State Court Administrator
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TO THE HONORABLE MEMBERS OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
During 1996 all elements of the Unified Judicial System
of the State of Rhode Island have worked effectively and
with considerable success in managing caseloads and
serving the citizens of our state.
Among the most significant areas of progress has been
the increased computerization of the court system including
the Administrative Adjudication Court. Moreover, the goal
of linking all segments of the criminal justice system by
Chief Justice Joseph R. Weisberger
instantaneous communication has been furthered during the
past year. With the cooperation of the Governor's Justice Commission and the Federal Funding Agencies
and with the support of the General Assembly in appropriating matching funds, it is anticipated that within
the next three years all state and municipal police departments, the Office of the Attorney General, the
Department of Corrections, and all courts will be interconnected by the most modem and efficient communication system. This will enable a police officer on patrol to obtain accurate information within seconds
concerning the identity and background of a criminal suspect.
The various court committees are carrying out both novel and traditional functions in a highly commendable manner. The committee on the Future of the Courts acting through a number of subcommittees
is making progress toward the shaping of the contours of our judicial system for the 21st century. All other
court committees such as the Judicial Evaluation Committee, the User Friendly Committee, the Board of
Bar Examiners, the Committee on Character and Fitness, the Disciplinary Board, the Commission on
Mandatory Legal Education, the Committee on Domestic Violence, the Committee on Women in the
Courts, the Committee on Unauthorized Practice of Law, and a number of other committees staffed by
volunteers as well as by court personnel, have supported and contributed to the improvement of our
judicial system in great measure. Again on behalf of the judicial system I express our sincere appreciation
and profound respect for the work of the committees and their members.
The functioning of the courts and related agencies of the justice system continues to evolve in all areas.
The improvement of the system physically, technologically, and intellectually is a continuing and never
ending process. We express our appreciation to the General Assembly, the Governor, and all other state
departments for their cooperation and support.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph R. Weisberger
Chief Justice
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Rhode Island's Unified Court System
Rhode Island has six state-funded courts.
The District, Family, Administrative Adjudication, and Workers' Compensation Courts are trial
courts of limited jurisdiction. The Superior
Court is the general trial court, and the Supreme
Court is the court of review. The Supreme Court
Chief Justice, executive head of the state court

system, has authority over the judicial budget. The
Chief Justice appoints a state court administrator
and staff to handle these budgetary and administrative tasks. Each individual court, however, has
both a chief judge and an administrator to handle
internal court management.

SUPREME COURT

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

5 Justices • Staff: 123

APPEALS

APPEALS

FAMILY COURT

SUPERIOR COURT

12 Justices • 4 Masters • Staff: 136

22 Justices • 2 Masters • Staff: 136
WRIT OF
CERTIORARI

Juvenile. Wayward/Delinquent.
Dependency/Neglect/Child Abuse. Termination of Parental Rights, Adoption, Mental
Health Commitments, Consent for AbortionMinors
Adult Contributing to Delinquency,
Nonsupport, Paternity, Criminal Child Abuse
Domestic RelationS: Divorce, Support,
Custody, Domestic Assault

Criminal All Felonies
Civil. Over $5,000, Equity, Condemnation,
Extradition, All Jury Trials, Mandamus,
Habeas Corpus, Probate Appeals, Zoning
Board Appeals

APPEALS

DISTRICT COURT

WORKERS'
COMPENSATION COURT

13 Justices • 1 Master • Staff: 69

10 Judges • Staff: 53
Criminal. Violations, Misdemeanors, Felony
Initial Appearance
Civil. Under $10,000, Small Claims, Mental
Health. Housing Code
Administrative Agency Appeals

APPELLATE DIVISION
*
All Controversies Regarding Workers'
Compensation Claims

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADJUDICATION COURT
7 Judges • Staff: 97
APPELLATE DIVISION

t
All Non-criminal Matters Regarding Traffic
Cases; Control of Traffic Summons;
Driver Training Schools; Driver Accident and
Violations Records.
Review of Traffic Offense Decisions of Municipal
Courts and Appeals from the Division of Motor
Vehicles

11
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SUPERIOR A N D
FAMILY COURTS
Providence and
Bristol Counties
Kent County

Supreme Court

Washington County
Newport County

The Supreme Court has final appellate jurisdiction over
questions of law and equity, supervisory powers over other
state courts, and general advisory responsibility to the legislative and the executive branches
of state government concerning
the constitutionality of legislation.
The Supreme Court is also responsible for regulating admission to the Rhode Island Bar and
disciplining its members.
The Supreme Court has an
administrative office that oversees all personnel matters, fiscal
concerns, and purchasing functions for the entire state court
system. The administrative office also performs a wide range
of managerial tasks, including the
development and operation of
automated information systems
for all courts; long-range planning; the collection, analysis, and
reporting of information on court
caseloads and operations; the
development and implementation of management-improvement projects in specified areas;
and the supervision of facilities.

Superior Court

Superior Court is the trial
court of general jurisdiction. Civil
matters involving claims in excess
of $5,000 and all equity proceedings are heard here. Superior
Court also has original jurisdiction
over all felony cases. As a consequence, all indictments by grand
juries and informations charged by
the Department of the Attorney
General are returned to this court.
Superior Court also hears appeals from decisions of local Probate and Municipal Courts. In addition, criminal and civil cases tried
in the District Court, except as
specifically provided by statute,
The State Law Library, are also brought to the Superior
which is also under the direction Court on appeal for a trial de
of the Supreme Court, provides novo.
reference materials and research
Other types of appeals and
services for judges and court statutory proceedings, such as restaff as well as serving as the only development, land condemnation,
comprehensive public law library zoning appeals, and enforcement
in the state.
of arbitrator's awards, also fall un-
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der Superior Court jurisdiction.
Finally, Superior Court shares
concurrent jurisdiction with the
Supreme Court over writs of habeas corpus and mandamus and
certain other prerogative writs.
Appeals from the Superior Court
are heard by the Supreme Court.

Family Court
Family Court was created to
focus attention on problems involving families and children. Its
goals are to assist, to protect, and
if possible, to restore families
whose unity or well-being has
been or is threatened. This court
also ensures that children within its
jurisdiction receive the care, guidance, and control conducive to
their welfare and the best interests
of the state. If children are removed from their parents, the
court also seeks to provide them
with the equivalent of high-quality
parental care.

1996 REPORT ON THE JUDICIARY

Family Court has jurisdiction
to hear all petitions for divorce and
any motions in conjunction with
divorce proceedings, such as
property distribution, alimony,
support, and child custody. It
hears petitions for separate maintenance and complaints regarding
support for parents and children.
It has jurisdiction over matters relating to delinquent, wayward, dependent, neglected, abused, or
mentally deficient or disordered
children. It also has jurisdiction
over adoptions, child marriages,
paternity proceedings, and other
matters involving domestic relations and juveniles.

DISTRICT COURT
DIVISIONS
2nd

Division

3rd

Division

4th

Division

5th

Division

6th

Division

Appeals from Family Court
decisions are taken directly to the
Supreme Court.

District Court
Since most people appearing
before a court in this state initially
appear in District Court, this court
has been divided intofivedivisions
to provide easy geographic access to the court system.
District Court jurisdiction includes small claims, violations of
municipal ordinances and regulations, and misdemeanors when the
right to a jury trial in the first instance has been waived. If a defendant invokes the right to a jury
trial, the case is transferred to the
Superior Court. Appeals from
District Court decisions go to the
Superior Court for trial de novo.

Violations and hearings on involuntary hospitalization under the
mental-health, drug-abuse, and alcoholism laws also fall under District Court jurisdiction. District
Court hears appeals from and orders compliance with the subpoenas and rulings of the state tax administrator and several regulatory
agencies and boards. District
Court also hears violations of state
and local housing codes except
when a Municipal Court has been
established to handle these matters. Decisions in all these areas
are subject to review by the Supreme Court only.

Workers'
Compensation Court
T h e W o r k e r s ' Compensation
C o m m i s s i o n w a s e s t a b l i s h e d in
1954 and functioned independ e n t l y u n t i l it w a s m a d e p a r t o f
u n i f i e d c o u r t s y s t e m in 1991. T h e
court has jurisdiction over disputes between employees

and

e m p l o y e r s in relation to c o m p e n sation f o r o c c u p a t i o n a l disabilities,
t h e r e a s o n a b l e n e s s of m e d i c a l a n d
hospital bills, a n d the extent and
d u r a t i o n o f a disability.
The workers' compensation
statutes establish that e m p l o y e r s
a s s u m e the cost of occupational

13
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disabilities without regard to fault.
Six basic objectives underlie
workers' compensation laws:
•
To provide sure, prompt,
and reasonable income and
medical benefits to work
accident victims or income
benefits to their dependents,
regardless of fault.
•
To provide a single
remedy and to reduce court
delays, costs, and work
loads arising out of
personal-injury litigation.
•
To relieve public and
private charities of financial
drains incident to uncompensated occupational
disabilities.
To regulate payment of
•
fees to lawyers and witnesses as well as timeconsuming trials and appeals.
•
To encourage maximum
employer interest in safety
and rehabilitation through an
appropriate experiencerating mechanism.
To promote frank study of
•
the causes of accidents
(rather than concealment of
fault), thereby reducing the
number of preventable
accidents and consequent
human suffering.
Appeals from Workers'
Compensation Court decisions
are first heard by an appellate division within the court. The appellate division is a three-judge
panel made up of any three judges

14

the Supreme Court for a writ of
certiorari. Prior to 1975 all traffic
offenses in Rhode Island, except
parking, were criminal violations
(misdemeanors or felonies) and
were heard by the District Court.
With the establishment of the
AAD, most traffic offenses were
decriminalized and placed under
the jurisdiction of this quasi-judicial body. Those that were not
decriminalized are still handled by
the District Court and include driving under the influence of alcohol
or drugs, reckless driving, driving
Administrative
without a valid license, or leaving
Adjudication Court
the scene of an accident.
The advantage of an AAC is
The Administrative Adjudication Court (AAC) was established that traffic offenses are processed
in 1992 to succeed the Adminis- as civil matters rather than as crimitrative Adjudication Division nal matters, thereby focusing at(AAD) of the Department of tention on the traffic-safety aspect
Transportation. Operating under of the violation. In addition, the
title 31, chapter 43, of the Gen- court has the resource of a drivereral Laws, the AAC is responsible retraining school for chronic viofor hearing most traffic cases, for lators, and a driver history can be
distributing and controlling traffic developed to determine the most
summonses, for operating driver- appropriate course of action to folretraining schools, and for main- low with individual violators. The
taining accurate driver accident AAC handles a caseload of more
and violation records. The AAC than 200,000 violations and
hears appeals from the Division of 70,000 suspensions annually and
Motor Vehicles and the Munici- collects a total of 14 to 18 million
dollars each fiscal year.
pal Courts.

of the court other than the trial
judge. This panel first determines
if a basis for appeal exists by reviewing the transcript and the
record of the case along with any
briefs or memoranda of law submitted by the appellant. If a basis
is found, the panel hears oral argument and enters afinaldecision.
Any person aggrieved by a final decree of the appellate division, may petition the Supreme
Court for a writ of certiorari.

The AAC also has an appellate panel. Appeals are heard by
a panel of three neutral judges.
The appellate panel hears appeals
from aggrieved motorists who
have appeared before a single
judge for a trial. Appeals from the
AAC may be had by petitioning
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1996 Report on the Court's Domestic
Abuse Victim Advocacy Program

S i n c e 1988 the S u p r e m e C o u r t

v i c t i m s t h r o u g h the c o u r t p r o c e s s ,

b e r of i n d i v i d u a l s assisted t h r o u g h

h a s c o n t r a c t e d w i t h the R h o d e Is-

the advocates help victims to

the c r i m i n a l j u s t i c e s y s t e m o v e r

land Coalition Against Domestic

p r o t e c t t h e m s e l v e s a n d their chil-

the p r e v i o u s year. A n o t h e r 2 , 7 5 8

Violence to a d m i n i s t e r a court-

d r e n a n d to o b t a i n o t h e r s u p p o r t

w e r e assisted in obtaining restrain-

based domestic-abuse victim-ad-

services.

i n g o r d e r s f r o m the F a m i l y C o u r t ,

vocacy program.

The statewide

In 1 9 9 6 the p r o g r a m p r o v i d e d

a n d an a d d i t i o n a l 1 , 0 7 6 v i c t i m s

p r o g r a m w a s e s t a b l i s h e d in a c c o r -

services to more than 9,200 do-

w e r e assisted in o b t a i n i n g restrain-

d a n c e w i t h R.I.G.L. § 1 2 - 2 8 - 1 0 a n d

mestic-abuse victims.

Of those

i n g o r d e r s in t h e D i s t r i c t C o u r t .

12-29-7.

victims, 5,210 were

assisted

S i n c e the i n c e p t i o n of the V i c t i m

h e l p s v i c t i m s of d o m e s t i c v i o l e n c e

t h r o u g h t h e c r i m i n a l j u s t i c e sys-

A d v o c a c y P r o g r a m , the R h o d e Is-

to obtain protection through the

t e m in the D i s t r i c t C o u r t , a n d 211

land Coalition Against Domestic

c r i m i n a l a n d t h e c i v i l s y s t e m s in

v i c t i m s w e r e a s s i s t e d t h r o u g h the

V i o l e n c e a n d its m e m b e r a g e n c i e s

the Family, District, and Superior

S u p e r i o r C o u r t in

h a v e p r o v i d e d c o m p r e h e n s i v e as-

Courts.

County.

The advocacy program

T h e c o a l i t i o n is an a s s o c i a t i o n

Providence

These figures represent

a 5 . 6 p e r c e n t i n c r e a s e in t h e n u m -

s i s t a n c e t o v i c t i m s of d o m e s t i c
v i o l e n c e in n e a r l y 6 0 . 0 0 0 c a s e s .

of six n o n p r o f i t d o m e s t i c - v i o l e n c e
p r e v e n t i o n p r o g r a m s i n c l u d i n g the
B l a c k s t o n e Shelter, t h e E l i z a b e t h
B u f f u m C h a s e House, the N e w port County W o m e n ' s Resource
Center, Sojourner House,

the

W o m e n ' s C e n t e r of R h o d e I s l a n d ,
and the W o m e n ' s Resource Center of S o u t h C o u n t y .
The victim-advocacy program
h a s t h r e e c o m p o n e n t s . V i c t i m adv o c a t e s are a s s i g n e d in e a c h of the
d i v i s i o n s of the D i s t r i c t C o u r t to
assist v i c t i m s of

misdemeanor

crimes involving domestic violence.

In a d d i t i o n , t h e c o a l i t i o n

a s s i s t s v i c t i m s of d o m e s t i c v i o l e n c e in o b t a i n i n g civil p r o t e c t i v e
o r d e r s in t h e F a m i l y o r the D i s trict C o u r t s t h r o u g h o u t the state.
T h e t h i r d c o m p o n e n t , l o c a t e d in
S u p e r i o r C o u r t in

Providence

County, serves those domesticabuse victims whose cases have
r e s u l t e d in t h e f i l i n g of f e l o n y
charges.

In a d d i t i o n t o a s s i s t i n g

Six shelters located throughout the State provide a safe, secure home setting for victims
of domestic violence.
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1996 Report on the State Court Victim Services Unit
Justice Assistance is a private,
nonprofit organization that has operated Project Victim Services
since 1985 under a state court contract. This project provides support, counseling, and advocacy for
Rhode Island crime victims.
Project Victim Services requests
each victim to complete and return
to Justice Assistance a victim-impact statement that records physi-

cal. financial, emotional, and/or
other losses that have resulted
from or reflect the impact of the
criminal action. The statement becomes part of the court record and
may be used to assess damages,
restitution, fees, fines, or other
terms of sentence. In addition,
Project Victim Services answers
clients' questions, prepares them
for court proceedings, and provides

them with practical as well as emotional assistance.
The program assisted 11,337
crime victims in 1995 and 1996. In
addition to the court contract. Justice Assistance receives financial
support from the Governor's Justice Commission, the Violent
Crimes Indemnity Fund, and private-sector contributions.

1996 VICTIM SERVICES UNIT REPORT
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Enrollment
3,954

3,508

4,097

5,425

5,912

Disposition Outcome
Bench warrant issued
Case dismissed
Entered diversion program
Case filed
Case filed with restitution
Guilty
Not guilty
Nolo contendere (No contest)
Case passed for trial
Case waived
Pending

639
100
52
30
183
1
0
1,272
612
57
969

368
97
53
12
3
0
0
1,239
413
70
131

549
96
30
13
3
5
0
1,483
604
43
1,230

293
83
18
262
1,145
1
2
1,403
526
26
Z497

361
26
44
200
1,293
1
3
1,011
222
25
2,816

S e n ices Provided
Case status notification
Court escort
Crime impact statements
Crisis counseling
Employer intervention
Referral service
Restitution service
System orientation

3,954
282
1373
103
0
455
205
3.954

3.163
203
1,262
100
2
2 45
1
2,293

2,868
354
1,245
28
2
402
4
Z895

3,006
206
1.699
285
0
154
279
3,000

3.414
292
1,819
477
0
176
\61
Z873
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RHODE ISLAND COURTS:
JUDICIAL BUDGET COMPARISONS

FY 93

FY 94

FY 95

FY 96

FY 97

2,556,097,852

2,453,681,210

2,650.872,966

2.620,045,578

2,780,597,810

(51,449,068)

(102,416,642)

197,191,756

(30,827,388)

160,352,232

47,003,961

57,316,933

48,742,325

51,148,447

53.708,121

5,157,602

10,312,972

(8,574,608)

2,406,122

2.559,674

1.83%

2.33%

1.83%

1.95%

1.93%

Supreme Court

13,212,862

22,952,219*

12,044,729

13,398,052

14,765,283

Superior Court

11,941,589

12,569,136

13,101.462

13,176,707

13,429,571

Family Court

8,726,045

8,875,744

9,333,308

9,572,474

10,279,928

District Court

4,303,576

5.068,243

5,558,191

5,629,443

5,927,267

3,151,397

3,422,145

3,495,942

3,542,398

3,969.391

State Budget
Increase(Decrease)
Judicial Budget
Increase (Decrease)
Judicial Share
Expenditures by Program

Workers' Compensation
Court
Admin. Adjudication
Court
Total Expenditures

5,668,492

4,429,446

5,208,693

5,829,373

5,336,681

47,003,961

57,316,933

48,742,325

51.148,447

53,708,121

32,745,253

34,978,595

35,130,774

37,247,410

39,389,521

4,649,902

15,129,877

6,219,693

6,565,363

6,912,674

5,704,802

3,277,147

3,438.658

3,380.229

3,440,210

43,099,957

53,385,619

44,789,125

47,193,002

49,742,405

Expenditures by Object
Personnel
Other State Operations
Assistance, Grants and
Benefits
Subtotal: Operating
Expenditures
Capital Improvements
Capital Debt Service
Total Expenditures

—

—

235

—

—

3,904,004

3,931,314

3,952,965

3,955,445

3,965,716

47,003,%1

57.316.933

48,742,325

51.148,447

53.708,121

* Supreme Court budget is an anomaly caused by one-time transfer of CJIS restricted-receipt funds to the State General Fund.
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Supreme Court
Pending Caseload Is Reduced
Calendar year 1996 marked
a significant decline in Supreme
Court appeals. The total number docketed (674) was 88, or
11.5 percent less than in 1995,
and the lowest number docketed
since 1990. However, compared to average filings in the
1980s (605 per year), the court
is still dealing with a larger
caseload than it was a decade
ago.
Although new appeals declined, dispositions stayed
roughly at the same level as last
year, and as a result, the court
disposed of more cases than it
took in for the first time since
1990. The total disposed of for
the year was 705, which was 31
more than were docketed. The
average time to disposition was
basically unchanged this year at
10.4 months, whereas the per-

centage of appeals disposed of
within 180 days of docketing rose
slightly, from 33 to 35 percent.
Because the court succeeded in disposing of more
cases than were filed, the pending caseload was reduced from
659 to 636. This affected three
categories: civil appeals, petitions
for a writ of certiorari, and cases

Cases Docketed vs. Cases Disposed
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in the catch-all category "other."
However, the number pending
in other categories increased.
Pending criminal appeals rose
only slightly, but pending
custody/adoption appeals almost doubled.
Compared to the past several years the court significantly
reduced the number of cases
waiting for a prebriefing conference. The number of appeals
waiting to be conferenced
dropped by almost 65 percent!
However, a bottleneck of cases
waiting to be heard on the
show-cause calendar has developed. Since last year the number of cases at this stage almost
doubled. There was no change
in appeals with both briefs filed
awaiting oral argument, but the
number of cases argued and
submitted also doubled.
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Robert G. Flanders, Jr. Named
Supreme Court Justice
Filling the vacancy created by the retirement of
Justice Donald F. Shea in June of last year, Robert
G. Flanders, Jr. became the newest Supreme Court
justice on March 31, 1996. His appointment again
brought the court to full strength, a rarity over the
past five years.

Justice Robert G. Flanders, Jr.

Justice Flanders is originally a native of Long
Island, New York, having been born in North
Massapequa on July 9, 1949.
He graduated
magna cum laude from Brown University in 1971
and received his law degree in 1974 from Harvard
University School of Law. As a student-athlete at
Brown University he set an Ivy League record for
the longest run from scrimmage (94 yards), and
while at law school he played minor league baseball for the Detroit Tigers.
His law career includes stints as a trial lawyer in
both New York and Rhode Island. He founded a
law firm in Rhode Island in 1987. Prior to his appointment to the bench, he served as assistant executive counsel to the Governor from 1985 through
1986 and as solicitor for the town of Glocester from
1978 to 1990.

Recommendations of the
Committee on Civility and
Professionalism Are Adopted
In the past decade there has been an increase
in complaints from members of the bench, the bar,
and the public about deteriorating professionalism
among legal practitioners. Responding to this concern, Chief Justice Joseph R. Weisberger appointed
a committee in September 1995 to formulate standards and goals for promoting professional conduct within the judicial system. The committee was
chaired by the Chief Justice and included members
of the bar and the bench and representatives of
academia and the public.
The committee completed proposed standards
in early 1996 and presented them for comment at
the Annual Meeting of the Rhode Island Bar Association. The standards were endorsed by the Bar
Association House of Delegates, and they were formally adopted by the Supreme Court on May 20,
1996. The standards have been published as an
appendix to the Rules of Professional Conduct for
attorneys.
The standards are aspirational goals reflecting
the consensus of the Rhode Island legal community
concerning appropriate behavior by members of the
bar and the bench. They address attorneys' obligations in dealing with clients, the court, and the
public as well as the obligations of judges in interacting with attorneys, litigants, witnesses, and one
another.
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Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee
Issues Second Report
The Judicial Performance
Evaluation Committee was established by Supreme Court Rule
4 of Article 6 in March 1993.
The committee has as its role to
develop and administer a program for the continuing evaluation ofjudicial performance in order to promote judges' self- improvement and to improve the
Judiciary as a whole. The committee completed its second year
of activity and issued its second
annual report in October 1996.
The report provides a summary
of the committee's ongoing work,
describes the procedures the
committee has adopted, and outlines the progress made to date
in compiling information on
judges. It also provides recommendations for the future operation of the program based on the
experience gained during the past
two years.
During 1996 questionnaires
were distributed to attorneys
practicing in all the courts and to
jurors serving in Superior Court.
Because attorney responses
were relatively few in the highvolume District and Administrative Adjudication (AAC) Courts,
outside review panels were established to evaluate the judges
there. Review panels were first
used in 1994 and proved successful in providing a basis for
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Chief Judge Albert E. DeRobbio, District Court (seated) holds a copy of the committee's
report surrounded by (l-r) Chief Judge Vincent Pallozzi, Administrative Adjudication Court;
Chief Judge Jeremiah S. Jeremiah, Jr., Family Court; William R. Robinson, Esq.; Justice
Victoria Lederberg, Supreme Court (Chair); John A. MacFadyen, III, Esq.; Milton H.
Hamolsky, M.D.; and Chief Judge Robert F. Arrigan, Workers' Compensation Court.

comparison to the responses received from attorneys. The panels include both attorneys and lay
people who are not participating
in the cases before the judge being evaluated.
During 1996 the number of
panel-review evaluators was expanded in order to increase the
evaluations per judge. A total of
eighty-nine evaluators participated in the program and provided 233 evaluations of District
and Administrative Adjudication

Court judges, a return rate of
roughly 52 percent. The evaluators were each assigned five
judges to observe.
The second committee report
stressed the importance of collecting sufficient questionnaires to
generate meaningful data and to
ensure that the evaluation process
is useful. A goal of forty to fifty
questionnaires per judge was established in order to provide a reliable measure of the performance of each one.
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User-Friendly Committee Establishes
New Programs
The User-Friendly Committee was established by an administrative order issued on April 11,
1994. by Chief Justice Joseph R.
Weisberger. The specific tasks
assigned to the committee include
enhancing posted information in
all court facilities, addressing the
special needs of non-Englishspeaking litigants and witnesses,
and ensuring that court employees respond effectively and sensitively to all individuals. The committee chair is Justice Victoria
Lederberg and the vice chair is
Justice Robert G. Flanders, Jr.,
both of the Supreme Court. The
membership includes judges and
support staff from each court and
members of the public.
During 1996 the committee's
second year of activity, the focus
was on implementing recommendations in three areas: (1) communication, (2) employee training, and (3) facilities.
Communication with court
users was specifically targeted for
improvement and has been addressed at least in the busiest
courthouse in the state, the
Garrahy Judicial Complex. With
two years of funding provided by
the Governor's Justice Commission, the court has established an
information desk The funds support two part-time, bilingual staff
people who are stationed on the
first floor of the building to assist

people in locating courtrooms and
cerns about the cleanliness and
to respond to their questions.
the security of court buildings.
Employee training was idenUntil the Judiciary assumed autified as a second priority. An
thority over all court buildings in
employee-training subcommittee
1995, it had no control over their
was formed and has begun deupkeep. Since then there has
veloping a training program in
been a concerted effort to imcustomer relations. The subcomprove the appearance of the famittee is anticipating that the pro- cilities by hiring new cleaning congram will first be offered in early tractors and establishing a main1997. The subcommittee also
tenance program. The subcomconcluded that the lack of orienmittee has also developed a plan
tation for court employees leaves
for the evacuation of court buildthem poorly prepared to assist the
ings. Because of the serious napublic. Therefore, in addition to
ture of some incidents that have
specific training in public relataken place in public buildings
tions, there is a need for a forelsewhere in the country, a demalized orientation program for
termination was made that evacuall employees. In
response the
Chief Justice has
named a committee to prepare
an orientation
handbook for
distribution to all
employees and
to establish an
orientation program. The drafting of the hand- Improved signage and bi-lingual information stations are examples of recent changes effected through the User-Friendly
book is under- Committee.
way, and it should
also be available in early 1997.
ation plans should be adopted for
The orientation program will bethe safety of both employees and
gin when the handbook is comthe public.
plete.
A facilities subcommittee
was also named to address con-
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Court and Community Agency Provides
Programs for Students and Educators
In 1996 the judges and the
staff of the Rhode Island courts
assisted the Rhode Island Legal/
Educational Partnership in providing programs for students and educators. The partnership is a nonprofit agency dedicated to promoting good citizenship through
legal literacy. Two major programs on which the partnership
and the courts collaborated were
the statewide mock-trial competition for middle-school and highschool students and three weeklong seminars for teachers and
school administrators. The seminars provide the educators with an
oven lew of the court process and
constitutional issues.
The mock-trial program began in January 1996 and culminated in April with thefinalsof the
competition. The competition innoised sixty-four teams made up
of approximately 1.300 students.
Rhode Island is the only state that
has a separate competition for
middle schools (grades 6 through
8) and high schools. In total. 300
judges, attorney v and members of
the court staff assisted the partnershipinconducting over ninety
mock trials. Funding for the
mock-trial competition is provided to the partnership by the
General Assembly, the Rhode Island Bar Association, the Rhode
Island Department of Education,
and the United States Department
of Education.
For the ninth year the
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courts and the partnership spon- and other related issues. During
sored several week-long seminars the seminars more than fifty
for educators. Seventy-five edu- judges, attorneys, and other procators participated in the summer fessionals meet with the particiseminars in 19%. The seminars pants. Participants in the seminars
provide the participants with an are eligible for continuing educaopportunity to observe sessions of tion in-service credits or graduate
the Superior, Family, and District credits from Rhode Island ColCourts and to meet with judges, lege. The seminars are supported
court staff, attorneys, child-pro- through funding from the United
tection workers, and others who States Department of Education,
work in the criminal- and juvenile- the Rhode Island Department of
justice system. The seminars Education, and aregistrationfee.
cover topics such as due process,
If funding is available, the partvictims' rights, domestic violence nership plans to work with the
and sexual assault juvenile offend- courts on similar programs in
ers, punishment and rehabilitation. 1997.

Teachers prepare for a mock trial during the week-long court-education seminar
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Women in the Courts Committee Addresses Clients' Rights

Committee Chair. Superior Court Associate Justice Francis J. Darigan, Jr., receives a
meeting agenda from staff liaison Susan H. McCalmont of the Supreme Court's
Planning and Policy Unit.

Chief Justice Joseph R.
Weisberger gave permanent status to the Supreme Court's Advisory Committee on Women in
the Courts in Executive Order
No. 93-03 issued on September
30, 1993. The committee has
been in existence since 1984 and
has made a long-term commitment to eliminating gender bias in
the Judiciary. The committee
membership includes judges,
members of the bar, and representatives of the public. The current chair is Associate Justice
Francis J. Darigan, Jr., of the
Superior Court.

During 1996 the committee
focused on circulating and receiving comments on a proposed
client's statement of rights and responsibilities. The proposal
would add a new section to the
Rules of Professional Conduct for
attorneys, requiring them to give
all new clients the statement of
their rights and responsibilities. In
addition, the proposal recommends two other changes to the
rules, one mandating the use of
written fee agreements and another requiring interim billings.
The intent of the proposal is to
improve communication between

attorneys and their clients, thereby
enhancing attorney/client relationships.
This project was proposed
to the committee by two legislators who reported numerous
complaints from female constituents about attorney-billing practices and other problems. The
legislators provided the committee with a package of court rules
enacted in New York addressing the conduct of divorce lawyers and asked the committee to
look into the adoption of comparable rules for Rhode Island.
The committee discussed the
project with members of the
State Bar Association, and as a
result the bar association and the
advisory committee formed a
joint subcommittee, which was
responsible for drafting the
present proposal.
The proposal has been circulated at the Annual Meeting of
the Rhode Island Bar Association and printed in the Bar Journal. In addition the advisory committee has met with the bar president to receive his comments.
The committee has forwarded a
final version to the Supreme
Court. Rule changes resulting
from this report will be proposed
and published for comment by
members of the bar.
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Bench/Bar Meeting Highlights
Mandatory Judicial Education
In accordance with the court
rule on mandatory continuing judicial education, all members of
the Rhode Island Judiciary are required to complete ten hours of
education each calendar year.
The program is administrated by
the Supreme Court Judicial Education Commission chaired by
Chief Justice Joseph R.
Weisberger. The commission
members include the Presiding
and Chief Judges of the lower
courts, several associate judges
from all levels of the courts, and
several administrators, who
jointly develop the annual inhouse curricula.
The 1996 in-house offerings
were held at Roger Williams University. The spring conference

was a hands-on Westlaw Training for Judges. The fall conference covered two subject areas:
Genetics and Judicial Settlement
Ethics. Additionally the entire Judiciary participated in the Statutory Bench/Bar Meeting held in
Providence on June 20 and 21,
1996.
In supplementing the courtsponsored programs, many
judges elected voluntary professional development through their
individual courts and through local and nationally sponsored programs. A selected list of the program titles is as follows: The
Workers' Compensation College, The INNS of Court, The
Tri-State Regional Conference
on Criminal Gangs, The

Multicultural Center, The Washington County Bar Association,
The R.I. Bar Association, The
Legal Defense Clinic, The National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges, The
American Bar Association, The
National Judicial College, The
Roscoe Pound Foundation, and
The New England Regional
Appellate Judges Conference.
It should be noted that many
judges also volunteered their time
to prepare and to teach continuing legal-education courses for
attorneys.

Chief Justice Weisberger addresses the annual Bench/Bar
meeting. He has chaired the Judicial Education Committee
since 1971.
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First Phase of New Statewide Criminal
Justice Information System Initiated
In July 1996, the court initiated the first phase of a project
to develop a new criminal- and
juvenile-justice information system connecting all the justice-system agencies in the state: the
courts, the Department of the Attorney General, the Office of the
Public Defender, the Department
of Corrections (including probation and parole), the Department
of Children, Youth and Families,
and state and local law-enforcement agencies. At present the
court's outdated hardware and
inadequate software make it impossible to transfer or share data
in an organized and timely manner among the various courts and
other justice-system agencies.
As a result, duplicate data on a
case has to be entered at each
stage in the process, and important data is not readily available,
factors that contribute to caseprocessing delay.
The project, entitled Justice
Link or J-Link, is being coordinated by a Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) named by the
Policy Board of the Governor's
Justice Commission in 1995. The
committee, which includes representatives from the court, the
Legislature, and state and local
criminal- and juvenile-justice
agencies, has developed a plan
for funding and implementing Justice Link over a four-year period
using a combination of state and
federal funds. The federal funds
are available through the Byrne
Memorial Drug Control and Sys-

tems Improvement Formula
Grant Program. Recognizing the
dire need for a comprehensive information system, state and local
agencies that receive support
from the Byrne grant have agreed
that the federal funds allocated to
them may be appropriated to this
project for the next four years.
In state fiscal year 1997
(FY97) (July 1996-June 1997),
the court will spend approximately $600,000 in federal and
state funds for the first phase of
J-Link. This will involve upgrading the WANG VS ($ 100,000),
rewiring the Licht Judicial Complex ($240,000) and the Garrahy
Judicial Complex ($200,000),
and purchasing network operating software ($50,000). In the
next three fiscal years (FY98,
FY99, FY00), the court will rewire the court complexes in Kent,
Washington, and Newport counties, develop local and wide-area

networks (LANS and WANS)
to facilitate communication within
the J-Link network purchase and
install more than 275 personal
computers and printers in the
various courts, purchase and
modify case-management software for the courts, and provide
training for all court personnel.
The cost to establish the court
component of J-Link is estimated
at $6 million over four years, and
an additional $3.5 million will be
required to purchase hardware
and software to link the other justice-system agencies to the
court's information system.
Justice Link builds on a plan
to create a comprehensive criminal- and juvenile-justice information system that was authorized
by legislation in 1988. The legislation provided an oversight committee and, as a funding mechanism, instituted a surcharge on
moving traffic violations and es-

Membership on the Justice Link advisory committee includes representatives
state and local criminal and juvenile justice agencies.

of
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tablished a restricted receipt account to collect the funds. However, in an effort to balance the
state budget, the General Assembly and the Executive Department subsequently eliminated
most restricted-receipt accounts
and restructured the flow of numerous state surcharges and assessments to the state's general
account. As a result the court
lost the $ 1.5 million per year revenue stream that the assessment
on traffic violations was generating.
Also the funds accumulated
in the restricted-receipt account
established to support the criminal-justice computerization
project were transferred to the
state's general account. Justice
Link has established an alternative source of funding and made
it possible to address the informational needs identified in the
1988 plan.

1996 A Busy Year for
RIJSS
During 1996 RIJSS, the state
court's computer center, undertook many new projects in addition to supporting the existing systems in all court locations.
The court's automated criminal case-tracking system was fully
implemented in the Fourth Divi-
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Deputy Administrator Rod Ryan (c) meets with new staff members, Kurt
Duffney (1) and Kayote Odowu.

sion of the District Court by the
first of the year, reducing the
amount of paperwork that staff
must handle. With this system defendant information entered by
the District Court is available to
both the Office of the Attorney
General and Superior Court on
felony or appeal cases.
Having reconfigured the
statewide criminal warrant system
to interface with the State Police
information-sharing system,
RIJSS allowed local police to
look up warrants on a twentyfour-hour basis. The court's system now automatically forwards
information to the State Police
network when warrants are issued, quashed, or modified.
In Family Court, RIJSS began enhancing the juvenile system
by adding new features that both
reduce paperwork and provide
more information to judges and
case managers. Summons, subpoenas, and notices that were
previously prepared by hand are
now produced by the system.

Automated juvenile case histories
and face sheets now display the
so called travel of the case from
filing to current actions taken.
The system also integrates the
various petitions and related incidents that a juvenile may have
on a legal face sheet under the
juvenile's court identification
number. In addition, the Office
of the Court Appointed Special
Advocate now has a system that
tracks juveniles under its jurisdiction. This system serves the
needs of both the attorneys in the
office and the volunteers who
monitor the progress of the juveniles involved in dependency/neglect/abuse cases. A facilitiestracking system also reports on
the available treatment programs
that can be tailored to the needs
of the juvenile.
When RIJSS installed personal computers in the Superior
Court Case Scheduling Office in
Providence this year, personnel
were provided with a taste of the
technology that will be in all court
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offices in the future. Computer
terminals were installed in the
daily criminal calendar courtroom, one of the busiest in the
state, enabling the judge and the
clerk to inquire about defendants'
criminal histories in a timely manner and to support the fast-paced
decisions that they must make.
The clerk's office also received
support in implementing on-line
civil-forms generation. From a
menu-selection screen and the
entry of some basic data, the office now produces such forms as
citations, executions, and notices
that were previously prepared by
hand. This system also saves the
expense of having these forms
professionally printed.
The J-Link project, under the
coordination of the Governor's
Justice Commission, began to
move ahead with meetings of the

various criminal-justice agencies
throughout the state to plan a
comprehensive, integrated criminal-information system linked to
the court system's database. In
preparation for the new technology the system will require, the
court has begun to rebuild the infrastructure of existing systems
with the rewiring of courthouses
to support Local Area Networks
(LANs) and PC-based configurations.
Going outside the realm of the
courts for the first time, RIJSS
has contracted with Legal Works
On-Line to provide information
on calendar schedules for civil
and criminal cases in Superior
Court. Attorneys with on-line
capability can access this information on a daily basis, thereby
reducing the number of phone
calls and visits to clerks' offices.

Finally, a major project that
RIJSS must complete in the next
several years involves expanding
the standard date fields in all systems to accept dates for the years
2000 and following. So far only
the juvenile system has been retooled to handle these dates.
It is anticipated that by the
year 2000, J-Link will provide
inter-communication among all
elements of the criminal justice
system, courts, attorney general,
state and municipal police departments, the department of corrections, and other related agencies. This will be accomplished
by a combination of state and
federal funding to obtain and utilize the most modem and efficient
technology.

State Law Library Responds to
Challenge of Electronic Age
Legal publishing in the English-speaking world has been in
existence for more than 500
years, and until very recently the
nation's law libraries have been
dominated by shelf after shelf of
traditional bound books. In the
past twenty years, however, this
seemingly settled world of legal
publishing and research has experienced a profound shakeup.
Even though the bound book is,
and will remain, an important tool
for legal research, it has increas-

ingly been supplemented by information in digital form, including on-line databases, CD-ROM
technology, and the Internet. The
challenge for the State Law Library, and law libraries generally,
in the electronic age involves the
question of how successfully to
integrate this variety of formats
into a seamless array of resources
that can be effectively utilized by
members of the legal community
and the general public.
The State Law Library's most

promising development in 1996
was the introduction of the Internet
as an integral legal reference tool.
The rapid growth in the sheer number of Internet legal offerings,
combined with the availability of
user-friendly graphic interfaces,
has ushered in a new era in the
delivery of legal information.
Moreover, the growth of Internet
sites offering free access to a considerable body of primary law
(case, statutes, and regulations)
promises to help offset the
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financial pressures facing law libraries that must purchase proprietary legal information from an
increasingly consolidated legalpublishing industry. Although
Internet access is presently limited to the two computer terminals available to the reference
staff, the State Law Library hopes
to provide public access in the
near future.
The year also witnessed the
introduction of the LEXISNEXIS on-line legal-research
service as a supplement to
WESTLAW, which has been part
of the library's operations since
1987. The library's collection of
legal databases in the CD-ROM
format rose to more than forty,
with the addition of such tides as
the Federal Reporter First Circuit Cases, American Jurispru-

dence Trials, American Jurisprudence Proof of Facts, and
UCCSEARCH, a comprehensive collection of materials on the
Uniform Commercial Code. The
library also began offering a selected group of CD-ROM databases to judges and other Supreme Court staff on the court's
network. Future plans include
making the most of the library's
CD-ROM tides available to both
court personnel and library patrons on a CD-ROM jukebox
server connected to this network.
Over 1,200 new hardcover titles
were also added to the library's
collection in 1996.
As a part of its broader educational mission, the State Law
Library provides both individual
and group instruction in legal research and bibliography. Over

the course of the year, the library
staff provided instruction to
classes from several area colleges and universities, as well as
to secondary school educators
through the Rhode Island Legal/
Educational Partnership's Summer Institute. Also, in response
to rapidly escalating costs for legal information, State Law librarian Kendall Svengalis published
the Legal Information Buyer's
Guide and Reference Manual, a
comprehensive consumer-oriented guide to the purchase of
legal information, which manual
has been acquired by hundreds
of law libraries across the country.

Seated l-r: Colleen Hanna and Karen Quinn conduct a training session using the
Internet as a law library resource.
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Superior Court Further Improves Caseflow

A total of 15,926 civil and
criminal cases were filed in the
Superior Court in 1996, representing a 2-percent drop from
1995. Felony filings rose 3 percent statewide (from 6,045 to
6,222) and were the highest in
seven years whereas the number
of misdemeanor-appeal filings
dropped for the first time in three
years (from 734 to 646). Despite the overall decline, it was
another year of an abnormally
high number of misdemeanorappeal filings in Washington
County (303, a 28 percent increase over last year's very high
figure).
Felony dispositions were up
by 10 percent (5,570 to 6,110).
The disposition rates for each
county were as follows: 95 percent in Providence County, 116
percent in Kent County, and 115
percent in Newport County.
Washington County had the lowest rate at 88 percent.
Misdemeanor-appeal dispositions also rose this year. They
increased 18 percent (698 to
825). Further, more misdemeanor appeals were disposed
of than filed for the first time in
three years, and in Kent, Newport, and Washington Counties
misdemeanor dispositions far exceeded the number filed. Although there was a relatively high
number of appeals pending at

Cases Filed
20,000

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 199? 1994 1995 19%

year's end (265), 1996 saw,
with the exception of 1995, the
lowest number exceeding ninety
days (174) since 1979. The increase in both felony and misdemeanor dispositions has greatly
contributed to clearing the backlog of pending criminal cases.
Civil dispositions (2,865) fell
short of the number of cases assigned to the trial calendar

(3,077), but the assigned civil
case inventory of 4,508 at the
close of the year was one of the
lowest in the last sixteen years.
The optimal timefromfilinga civil
case to trial has been further reduced. In 1990 it took approximately five years; now in Providence County it takes just eighteen months.
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William A. Dimitri, Jr. Appointed Superior Court Associate Justice
On July 24,1996, William A. Dimitri, Jr., became the newest member
of the Superior Court
bench. A lifelong Rhode
Islander, he was born in
Cranston and graduated
from LaSalle Academy in
1948. After a two-year
tour in the U.S. Army, he
attended Providence
College and Boston University. He received his
law degree from New

England School of Law in 1961.
His law career included service as a State Assistant Attorney General from 1967 to 1973
and as an assistant United States
Attorney from 1973 to 1978.
Prior to his appointment to the
Superior Court, he practiced as
a private attorney specializing in
criminal law.

Associate Justice William A. Dimitri, Jr.

Jurors Assist in Judicial Evaluations
Evaluations of the Superior
Court Judiciary continue to be a
valuable tool by which to gauge
judicial performance. The process of attorneys' and jurors'
completing questionnaires evaluating a justice's performance following participation in a trial or a
hearing has been very helpful to
the court since its implementation
by Presiding Justice Joseph F.
Rodgers, Jr., in 1992.
During 1996 over 2,200 jurors and attorneys completed and
returned these questionnaires, allowing a clear picture to emerge
highlighting the effectiveness of
each justice's work. With 62 percent of jurors and 57 percent of

attorneys responding, the process has been most worthwhile
in allowing the court increased

awareness of participants' impressions after their experience
in a courtroom proceeding.

Donna Petorella has the responsibility to enter the more than 2,000 juror
evaluation responses into the program's database.
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Sentencing Guidelines to Be Modified
By Administrative Order No.
95-23, Presiding Justice Joseph F.
Rodgers, Jr., created the Sentencing Study Committee. The committee is chaired by Associate
Justice Francis J. Darigan, Jr.,
and is made up of justices of the
Superior Court. The purpose of
the committee is to examine the
existing Sentencing Benchmarks
found in the Court Rules volume
of the Rhode Island General
Laws and to determine which of
these should be modified. The
committee is also charged with
recommending and drafting additional benchmarks as it deems

appropriate. A report outlining
proposed changes has been completed by the committee and will
be published in the March 1997
issue of the Rhode Island Bar
Journal. The resulting new set of
sentencing guidelines should allow

f o r g r e a t e r c o n s i s t e n c y in s e n t e n c e s i m p o s e d and m o r e a c c u rately reflect current judicial practices in s e n t e n c i n g .

Jurors' Handbook
Revised

A revised handbook for jurors was published in July 1996
and has been distributed to each
individual appearing for jury duty.
The booklet describes the civil
and criminal trial process and outlines basic information about the
courthouse, the jurors' lounge,
and the jury rooms. A glossary
of frequently used terms has been
updated, and the juror-selection
procedure is summarized. The
new handbook facilitates the orientation of new jurors and pro-

Superior Court has published two handbooks for staff and jurors and used the Bar Journal
to disseminate revised sentencing guidelines.

vides a continuing reference for
all who serve in that capacity.
A new jury commissioner,
Joseph V. Conley, began service
in July 1996 and has implemented changes to enhance the
process of qualifying a pool of
jurors for the 1997-1998 court
year. The Juror Qualification
Questionnaire has been modified
to include the alien registration

number for noncitizens and the
TTY telephone number to assist
the hearing impaired. In addition,
the "persons exempt from service" phrase in the questionnaire
has been revised so that it is
clearer, and the print is larger.
Nearly 50,000 questionnaires will
be mailed out in March 1997.
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One Day-One Trial Program Improves Jury Service
Now that the one-day one
trial program, implemented by
Presiding Justice Joseph F.
Rodgers, Jr., through the jury
commissioner's office, includes
Newport County as well as
Washington County, a very favor-

able response has been received
from those participating in it This
system of requiring petit jurors to
sit for either one day or the duration of one trial has been very
successful in these two counties
where the number and the length

of jury trials tend to be least.
Prospective jurors who are not
selected to serve on a jury are
dismissed at the end of their first
day.
In addition to easing the burden of jury service for the individual selected for jury duty, it is
also a cost-saving measure, saving approximately $20,000 annually in each of these two counties. Employers benefit as well
since their employees are able to
fulfill their civic obligation with a
minimum of time taken away
from work.

Assistant Jury Commissioner Henry
Vivier gives members of the juror
pool an explanation of how a panel
will be selected.

Gun Court Continues to Draw National Attention
Since its first day of operation on September 12,1994, the
Rhode Island Gun Court has
handled well over 400 cases.
This unique, fast-track calendar
for cases involving firearms has
disposed of 433 cases as of December 31, 1996.
During this twenty-sevenmonth period, the program has
continued to reduce the time required to see a gun case to its
conclusion. Prior to the establishment of the Gun Court, the
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average time from filing to resolution of a matter of this type was
518 days, or nearly a year and a

half. Today the average time to
disposition is 128 days, just over
four months.

The Gun Court reflects the success of improving diversity in the courtroom as women
represent two thirds of the participants.
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Settlement Weeks an Effective Tool for
Mediation and Arbitration Programs

For the third year in a row
the Arbitration Division has managed both the court-annexed arbitration program and the Settlement Weeks, or mediation program. Because of the continuing
success of these two alternative
dispute-resolution methods, the
Superior Court has resolved
more than 31 percent of its pending civil cases.
Statewide 1,533 cases were
certified to arbitration during
1996 with nearly 1,000 awards
filed by arbitrators. Through the
efforts of the 379 arbitrators
qualified by the Presiding Justice,
595 cases were disposed. A total of $389,000 in arbitration fees
was collected by the Arbitration
Division; these funds were used
to compensate the arbitrators.
For thefirsttime since the mediation program was initiated,
three separate Settlement Weeks
were held: one each in Providence, Washington, and Newport Counties. Since the Providence Settlement Week was held
for cases pending in Kent County
as well, this was the first year that
all counties statewide were
scheduled to participate in mediation. Overseen by Associate
Justice Alice B. Gibney, the mediation program was restricted
this year to cases assigned to the
trial calendar. There were 541

cases submitted to the program
altogether, and 470 were mediated by the sixty attorneys who
volunteered their time to serve as

mediators. A total of 321 cases
were disposed of through this
process, representing 68 percent
of those mediated.

Clerk's Office Undergoes Changes

A busy staff of Superior Court Clerk's Office provides prompt service to the many
attorneys who have business with court on the daily basis. (l-r) Mark Benjamin
Dennis Sao Bento, Pat Picano, and Linda Parsons.

T h e statutory e l i m i n a t i o n of

r e n e w e d c o m m i t m e n t to service

the p o s i t i o n of c h i e f s u p e r v i s o r y

in the S u p e r i o r C o u r t c l e r k ' s o f -

c l e r k in July 1 9 9 6 h a s p l a c e d au-

fice.

thority f o r the c l e r k ' s o f f i c e w i t h

A u s e r - f r i e n d l y policy f o r the

The

b e n e f i t of the p u b l i c is n o w g o v -

G o v e r n o r ' s a p p o i n t m e n t of H e n r y

e r n i n g the daily o p e r a t i n g p r o c e -

S. K i n c h . Jr., as c l e r k of P r o v i -

d u r e s in t h e c l e r k s '

dence County, Jane M. Anthony

Larger and more

the

Presiding

Justice.

offices.

conspicuous

as clerk of K e n t C o u n t y , and

signs have been placed outside

C o u r t l a n d R. C h a p m a n , Jr., a s

c o u r t r o o m d o o r s to allow greater

c l e r k of W a s h i n g t o n C o u n t y , a n d

e a s e in v i e w i n g p o s t e d calendars.

the reappointment of A n n e Collins

T h e m o s t f r e q u e n t l y used civil ci-

in N e w p o r t C o u n t y h a s b r o u g h t a

tations are n o w a c c e s s i b l e on the
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"Know Your Court"
Handbook Updated
The brochure entitled Know
Your Court has been extensively
revised by the deputy
administrator's office. The new
format presents an informative
handbook for anyone touring the
courthouse or observing a trial.
The jurisdiction of the Superior
Court is described as is the case
process for both civil and crimiSuperior Court County Clerks (l-r) Henry S. Kinch, Jr., Providence County; Jane IV.
Anthony. Kent County; Anne M. Collins, Newport County and Courtland R. Chapman,
Jr., Washington County

c o m p u t e r to allow f a s t e r s e r v i c e

and the State F u g i t i v e Task F o r c e ,

for attorneys.

a s w e l l a s t h e o t h e r c o u r t s in

In a d d i t i o n , t h e

c l e r k ' s o f f i c e is n o w d e v e l o p i n g a

Rhode Island's unified

library of sample civil complaints.

system.

Attorneys, especially new ones,

14% Increase in
Collections of Fines
and Costs

will be able to v i e w p r e v i o u s l y
filed c o m p l a i n t s a n d use t h e m as
a r e s o u r c e in d r a f t i n g their o w n
complaints.
W i r i n g h a s b e g u n that will
m o d e r n i z e the c o m p u t e r s y s t e m
in the c l e r k s ' o f f i c e s . T h e c o m p r e h e n s i v e plan calls f o r c o m p u t ers to be installed in e v e r y c o u r t r o o m . T h e y are currently in several out-county c o u r t r o o m s and in
courtroom 9 (daily criminal calendar) in P r o v i d e n c e .
M o r e f r e q u e n t staff m e e t i n g s
enable court personnel to exc h a n g e ideas o n h o w to i m p r o v e
service to the p u b l i c .

The four

c o u n t y clerks m e e t regularly w i t h
the Superior C o u r t d e p u t y a d m i n istrator to discuss and update court
policies and p r o c e d u r e s .
User-friendliness has also
meant cooperation with other
state d e p a r t m e n t s .

The clerk's

o f f i c e has w o r k e d e f f e c t i v e l y on
projects

with

the

Attorney

G e n e r a l ' s d e p a r t m e n t , the
D e p a r t m e n t of H u m a n S e r v i c e s ,
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The collection of costs and
fines also underwent some
changes in 1996. Family Court
General Master John J. O' Brien,
Jr., was temporarily assigned to
the Superior Court in October to
perform a variety of duties, including hearing cost- and finecollection calendars. These calendars have been enlarged as has
the collection unit's staff, and the
results have been impressive.
Collection revenues have increased 14 percent statewide in
the brief period since the changes
were implemented.
A total of $1,813,348.13
was collected during the year.
Also the State Fugitive Task
Force and local police departments were instrumental in planning and executing the first cost
and fine-warrant sweep.

John H. Barrette, Superior Court Deputy
Administrator.

nal cases. The special Gun Court
calendar is discussed, and the arbitration and mediation programs
are outlined. Commonly used
legal terms are defined, and the
administration of the court is described, as is the judicial selection process. Jury duty, for both
the grand jury and the petit jury,
is detailed, and the use of new
technology has been noted. Finally, the location of the Superior
Court's four courthouses is provided, with addresses and telephone numbers for key personnel and a listing of the names of
all twenty-two Superior Court
judges.
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Family
Court
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Family Court Filings Continue Upward Spiral

The results for 1996 showed
port counties the increase from
a slight upturn in Family Court fil- 1995 was 4 and 6 percent, reings. The total filed in all categospectively, and overfiveyears the
ries (25,171) represented a 3.5
rate of growth was 23 percent.
percent increase compared to
In contrast juvenilefilingsin Kent
1995. Over the longer term
County showed a slight downturn
Family Courtfilingshave gone up
between 1995 and 1996, and
at a higher rate. Between 1992
since 1992 they have declined by
and 1996 they rose by 16 per8 percent.
cent. and over a decade (1986On the domestic side divorce
1996) they climbed by 57 perpetitions courtwide were about
cent.
on a par with last year's but were
Juvenile petitions represent the largest category, accounting for
Case Filings
roughly 45 percent of all
filings. In comparison
(In Thousands)
with last year, juvenile
3D
petitions went up by 3.8
percent, and over five
25
years they climbed by
2D
21.4 percent. Three ar15
eas accounted for the
10
growth in juvenile filings:
5
adoption/guardianship
0
petitions, violations, and
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
wayward/delinquent petitions. There were also
two areas that declined
this year: dependency/neglect/
lower compared to 1992 by alabuse and termination-of-parenmost 3 percent. This modest detal rights (TPR) petitions.
crease was due to slightly lower
filings in both Providence and
Even though juvenile filings
Newport Counties. On the other
were higher overall, there were
hand, divorce filings in both Kent
variations in the filing trends by
and Washington Counties were
county. Washington County saw
at approximately the same level
a 7 percent increase over last
in 1996 as they were in 1992,
year, and in five years the numalthough there were fluctuations
ber filed jumped by over 65 perin the intervening years. A seccent. In Providence and New-

ond category, domestic-abuse
petitions, declined this year after
increasing a year ago by about 6
percent. The greatest difference
appeared in Providence County,
where the number of abuse petitions dropped by almost 14 percent. Abuse petitions also fell in
both Washington and Kent
Counties, but abuse filings in
Newport County climbed to a
five-year high. The other major
category, child-support petitions, went
up by almost 14
percent this year.
The number of support petitions filed
tends to fluctuate
from year to year.
Wayward/delinquent adjudications
did not keep pace
withfilings.The adjudication rate was
highest in Newport
1995 1996
County at 91.5 percent. It was 89.7
percent in Providence County, 88.3 percent in
Kent County, and 87.8 percent
in Washington County. However,
despite the gap between filings
and adjudications, the court still
succeeded in reducing the number of cases pending at the trial
stage in all four counties. In
Providence County the number
of wayward/delinquent cases
pending trial dropped by 20 per-
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cent. It dropped by 13 percent
in Kent County, by 39 percent in
Newport County, and by 40 percent in Washington County. This
was the second year in a row that
the court cut into the wayward/
delinquent-pending-trial
caseload, and as a result over two
years the total number of cases
pending at the trial stage was reduced by 37 percent, from 970
to 610.
In addition, the number of
wayward/delinquent cases over
ninety days old at the trial stage
was reduced from 306 to 208 in
Providence County, from 17 to
9 in Newport County, and from
46 to 18 in Washington County.
Only Kent County had a slight
increase in the wayward/delinquent backlog (from 23 to 28).
Furthermore, because of the continued reduction in the number of
older wayward/delinquent cases,
there was a significant drop this
year in the average time to disposition. The average was up to
150.6 days in 1995, and in 1996
it fell to 101.3 days.
Another area of the juvenile
caseload that is monitored closely
is the number and the age of the
termination-of-parental-rights
petitions pending on the contested calendar in Providence
County. The end of the year saw
a significant drop in the number
of pending petitions compared to
a year ago, but the cases have
grown older. Last year there
were roughly twenty-nine fami-
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nes with cases pending termination for more than a year, and they
represented approximately 16
percent of the total. This year
there were sixty, double the number, and the cases in this category
jumped to 48 percent of the total. The ultimate goal is to reduce the waiting time so that
cases can be disposed of within
the six months mandated by
statute.
In July 1996 the Family
Court initiated a new case-management program for divorce
cases in Providence County.
During the first six months of the
new program approximately 73

and none of the contested cases
had yet reached the trial stage.
The counties succeeded in almost
eliminating any divorce cases
pending on the contested calendar for over a year. Both Kent
and Newport Counties ended the
year with no cases in this category, and Washington County
had only two. Divorce cases filed
prior to July 1 are still handled
under the old system in Providence County, and for this group
of cases there was an increase in
the number over a year old on
the contested calendar.

Wayward/Delinquent Cases Over 90 Days Old

1992

1993

1994

Newport—»—Washington

percent of the cases filed initially
selected the nominal track. However, of those reaching their hearing date before the end of the year,
roughly 38 percent switched to
the contested track. Through
December 602 cases in the program were disposed as nominals,

1995
Kent

1996

y— Providence
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Court Initiates Two-Track Case-Processing
System for Domestic Relations Cases
In early 1996 Chief Judge
Jeremiah S. Jeremiah, Jr., issued
Family Court Administrative Order No. 96-2. This order establishes a two-track case-processing system for all divorce filings
in Providence County. On July
1,1996, the new caseflow system went into effect.
The order establishes a nominal track and a contested track
for divorce cases. At the time of
filing, the plaintiffs counsel is required to designate the case for
placement on one of these two
tracks. On the nominal track a
matter is scheduled for a disposition hearing eleven weeks from
the date of filing. Cases placed
on the contested track are assigned to a specific judge at the
time of filing. The judge will
handle this case until it is disposed. This procedure minimizes continuances and enhances
the judge's familiarity with the issues in the case, which can reduce the time to disposition. A
case on the contested track is
scheduled for a court hearing fifteen weeks from the date of filing, a closure date for all discovery and motions is scheduled
thirty-two weeks after filing, and
pretrial and trial dates are scheduled within five weeks of the closure date.
In September 1995 the National Center for State Courts issued its final report assessing the
Family Court's case-processing
and management-information

system. This report recommended that the court implement
a two-track case-processing system for divorce matters. In response to this recommendation,
the Chief Judge established the
Family Court Bench/Bar Liaison
Committee. This committee was
chaired by the Chief Judge and
included representatives from the
Family Court, the Family Court
Bench/Bar Committee, and the
Administrative Office of State
Courts. The committee's work
resulted in Administrative Order
No. 96-2.

tion of this initiative. This project
included meetings with judges,
court staff, and members of the
Family Court Bench/Bar Committee, as well as presenting this
issue at the 1996 Rhode Island
Bar Association Meeting.
The court's experience
with this process in the second
half of 1996 has been positive.
Approximately 75 percent of
the cases filed in Providence
County initially selected the nominal track. Of the total number of
cases scheduled for a hearing in
19%, more than 80 percent were

Jeanne Shepard and Chief Judge Jeremiah (seated) renew information on the twotrack domestic relations cast processing system with Ed Campbell of the court's ease
management office and Court Administrator George DiMuro (right).

To assist in operating this
case-processing system, the
Chief Judge reassigned court staff
to create an Office of Case Management. In addition, the court
embarked on an education-andawareness campaign to address
issues related to the implementa-

disposed. In 19% a limited number of contested cases reached
the stage of a court hearing;
therefore, meaningful statistics
are not available.
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Court Receives Second-Year Award for Child-Protection Cases
To assist in this effort, the
Chief Judge established a committee to analyze case processing in the juvenile court clerk's
office. The committee is chaired
by Family Court Administrator
George N. DiMuro and includes
Family Court staff as well staff
from the Administrative office of
State Courts. The committee recommended automating several
outdated forms and
procedures, and the
Chief Judge has approved and implemented these changes.
The forms that were
redesigned include the
juvenile petitions, the
child-protective summons, and the juvenileplacement citation. In
Recognizing the inaddition, the juvenile
creasing demands on
summons now is systhe court particularly in
tem generated rather
child-protection cases,
than typed. The systhe Rhode Island General Assembly created Mark Camara discusses new child-protective case management reports tem also now genera new judicial position with Chief Judge Jeremiah (center) and Family Court Administrator ates a file face sheet
George DiMuro.
in the Family Court in
and a case history that
late 1994. This allowed for asprovide the judge and the court
statewide in 1995 was 2,759,
signment of a third judge to the
staff with an organized and comand in 1996 it rose to 3,134, an
child-protection calendar in
plete overview of the involvement
increase of 13.6 percent.
Providence County but at the
of the juvenile in the Family
One recommendation in the
same time created the need for
Court.
assessment by the National Centhe Office of the Public Defender ter was that the court utilize its
The Chief Judge also asked
to assign another attorney.
computer capabilities more fully
the committee to develop several
Therefore, the court is using part
to streamline case processing and
basic case-management reports
of the second-year award to supenhance case management.
to allow the court to review its
port an additional attorney in the
Therefore, the court is allocating
performance and to plan for the
Office of the Public Defender.
the balance of the second-year
future. The committee plans to
The additional judge and
grant funds to hire a computer
have the reports on-line by the
public defender, in place since the programmer to modify the court's
fall of 1997.
fall of 1995, have had a positive
outdated software.
In July 1996 the Supreme
Court received a second-year
award under the Family Preservation and Support Act: Grants
for State Courts. This four-year
grant program is administered by
the United States Department of
Human Services. The court must
provide a 25 percent cash match,
and the funds are earmarked for
the Family Court to improve the
handling of child-protection cases. The
grant requires using the
funds to implement recommendations contained in an assessment
of the Family Court
prepared by the National Center for State
Courts in 1995.
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impact on the court's child-protection calendar. For example,
in December 1995 the number
of families with pending termination-of-parental-rights petitions in
Providence County was 180,
and a year later this number was
reduced to 121, a decrease in
pending cases of 32 percent. In
addition the number of child-protection petitions adjudicated
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Juvenile Services Department Institutes Restitution Program
The Juvenile Services Department is responsible for
screening all wayward and delinquent petitions (except emergencies)filedin the Family Court
Staff members use case-screening criteria and an interview with
the juvenile and his or her family
to determine if the matter can be
handled without a formal court
hearing. In such cases the staff
develop an individualized, meaningful disposition with the juvenile. the parents, the victim, and
the school (when appropriate).
The disposition can include supervision. counseling, restitution,
community service, curfew, a referral to community-based programs, and/or a requirement to
attend school. The young person and his or her family must
adhere to the disposition to avoid
court action. In 1996 the Juvenile Services Department disposed of 2,287 of the 7,785
wayward and delinquent petitions filed in the Family Court.
Thus the unit resolved approximately 30 percent of all wayward/delinquent filings without
any involvement in the formal
court process.
In addition, a special unit
within the Juvenile Services Department the Youth Diversionary
Unit, serves as a community-outreach unit. Field workers in this
unit generally handle matters that
involve juveniles who disobey
parental rules, do not attend
school, or are presenting other
problems thatrequireongoing su-

pervision. In an effort to assist
and their families deal with a multhe juvenile and his or her fam- titude of issues. One example,
ily, the department works closely the Truancy-Court Advisory
with numerous state and comTask Force created by the Chief
munity-based agencies That
Judge works with school personprovide a wide range of services
nel and community agencies to
including evaluations, family and develop criteria to assist school
individual counseling, subdistricts in responding to the
stance-abuse treatment, educaproblem of juveniles who fail to
tional programs, recreation ac- attend school. Another example,
tivities, and other support serthe Governor's Juvenile-Justice
vices.
Task Force, addresses a wide
range of juvenile-justice and
To address victim issues
child-protective issues. The task
and restitution, the Chief Judge
force will present its findings to
and the State Court Administrathe Governor in the fall of 1997.
tor created an investigator post
within this department. The inIn addition to addressing isvestigator assists the Family
suesrelatedto juvenile justice, the
Court in determining the amount department and the Narragansett
of restitution owed
to victims
and monitors payments and
community-service hours
assigned to
juvenile offenders. In
1996, the
first year of Ron Pirolli (left) and Ted Rodgers develop a payment schedule to
provide restitution to a victim.
this initiative, the investigator handled al- Council of the Boy Scouts of
America coordinate a judicial exmost 350 matters, collected
plorers' program. The program
over S15.000 inrestitution,and
is open to high school students
monitored hundreds of hours of
and provides them with an opcommunity service.
portunity to learn about and exStaff members also serve on
plore careers in the justice syscommittees and task forces
aimed at developing policies and tem.
programs to help young people
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Family Service Department Expands Services
Administering court-ordered
In 1996 the Family Services
Department assumed responsibil- drug/alcohol screening tests is anity for supervising certain juveniles other responsibility of the deplaced on home confinement. In partment. Those who participate
these cases the staff monitors the in these services either are ordered
juvenile's compliance with the to do so by the court or may volhome-confinement plan and pro- untarily seek this assistance, even
vides the court and the Depart- if they are not involved in the court
ment of the Attorney General with system. In 1996 the department
reports on the juvenile's progress provided family or individual counwhile in the community.
seling in twenty-nine cases, and
In addition to this responsibil- substance-abuse counseling in
ity, the unit continues to provide thirty-one cases. In addition, the
the court with information to as- staff conducted alcohol assesssist in decision making on such is- ments in twenty-four cases, adsues as custody, visitation, and ministered 597 substance-abuse
child support. During 1996 the urine screens ordered by Family
staff conducted 1,207 investiga- Court judges, 93 random urine
tions involving child support, visi- screens, and 75 immediate urine
tation, and custody issues, minors
requesting permission to marry,
and stepparent adoptions. The information obtained through investigations assists judges in resolving these matters in a fair and
timely manner.

screens.
Trained mediators within
the unit handled sixteen court-ordered mediations. During these
sessions the mediators and the
parents focus on the reorganization of the family along positive
lines while, when appropriate, involving both parents in the lives of
their children.
The unit also provided supervision in forty-five cases involving court-ordered parentchild visitation. In addition to providing 593 hours of supervision to
these families, the staff must complete the necessary reports for the
court and the Department of
Child, Youth and Families.

The department also provides
services to help individuals and/or
families cope during difficult and
stressful times. Such services include family and alcohol counseling, mediation for divorcing parties, investigations in child-support
cases, and supervision in certain
cases involving child visitation.
Family Court staff member Leah Hoffman in court space redesigned for
court-ordered supervised child-parent visits.
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Court Appointed Special Advocate Program
Assumes Additional Responsibilities
The statewide Court-Appointed Special Advocate
(CASA) Program provides assistance to children who are victims
of abuse and neglect and are involved with the Department of
Children, Youth and Families.
Staff attorneys, social workers,
and volunteer advocates conduct
extensive independent investigations and provide the court with
recommendations based on the
best interest of the child. The advocates and the CASA staff
also monitor the progress of the
child's case through the Family
Court and the child-welfare system. The advocate is often the
only person who is consistently involved in the child's life during this
period.
In 1996 CASA assumed additional responsibilities. The four
social workers in the office now
serve as liaisons for children
placed in residential facilities
through the Department of Children, Youth and Families, including juveniles placed in the Rhode
Island Training School. The staff
members attend treatment team
meetings, discharge planning
meetings, and maintain regular
contact with the youth placed in
these facilities. This initiative ensures that youth are placed in appropriate facilities,receivethe nec-

essary treatment while in these facilities, and have support services
in place upon return to the community.
In addition, the CASA office
and the court's computer division
(RIJSS) completed a project that
allows the program to manage its
caseload more effectively. This initiative has linked the office with the
Family Court's juvenile information system and provided an automated tracking system for internal case management.
In 1996 the judges referred
1,828 petitions to the CASA program. Of that total, 1,388 petitions alleged abuse and/or neglect,
298 were petitions for termination
of parental rights, and 142 petitions alleged dependency. The
Providence/Bristol County office
received 1,476 of these petitions;
Kent County, 184; Washington
County, 106; and Newport
County, 62.
Child protective cases often
remain open in the Family Court
for as long as several years.
Therefore, the number of children
represented by the program far
exceeds the number of cases referred each year. At any given
time, the program represents approximately 3,800 children.
Participation by trained volunteer advocates in the program is a

crucial component of CASA. A
new volunteer coordinator joined
the CASA staff in 1996, which
enabled the program to expand its
recruitment and retention efforts.
Currently, the program has 175
volunteers. Each advocate must
participate in an extensive orientation and training program prior
to being assigned to work with
children. In addition, the CASA
Volunteer Advisory Board and
the CASA staff provide on-going
training to volunteers.

Millie Caranci (left) and Cheryl RobinsonRoberts review a case file prior to a court
hearing.
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Child Support Collections Increase Dramatically
trative Office of State Courts,
parents to
and certain executive-department
support their
agencies such as the personnel ofchildren unfice, the budget office, and the
der the Aid
office of accounts and controls.
to DepenIn 1996 the state received over
dent Children
$800,000 in federal reimburseprogram of
ment
the Department of HuIn 1995 the General Assemman Serbly enacted legislation to
vices. In adstrengthen the state's commitdition, the
ment to the enforcement of childfederal govsupport orders. The Rhode Isernment
supland Full Enforcement of Support
Peg Morrison (left) and Linda Anderson check one of the thousands of child-support checks received each day.
ports the enObligations Act, R.I.G.L. §15forcement of
11.1-1 to -12, allows the state
Family Court child-support
child-support orders by reimto revoke certain state-issued
collections in 1996 increased by
bursing Rhode Island for 66 perlicenses held by individuals not in
almost 10 percent over 1995.
cent of expenses directly related
compliance with court orders of
This considerable increase conto child-support collection and
child support. This act provides
tinues a trend that began more
enforcement. These expenses
for revocation of a license to opthan a decade ago. In 1995 colinclude staff salaries, fringe benerate or to register a motor velections totaled $41 million, and
efits, telephone services, and
hicle and licenses that allow an
they increased to over $45 milcomputer costs.
individual to engage in a profeslion in 1996. The chart below
sion, an occupation, a business,
The state also receives feddepicts the increase in collections
or an industry. This act has had
eral reimbursement for various
since 1986, as well as the amount
a significant impact on the court's
indirect expenses related to adcollected during each of the last
workload in this area (see related
ministrative services provided by
five years. This information rearticle).
the Family Court, the Adminisveals that collections have increased almost 50 percent in the
last five years, from $30,140,095
FAMILY COURT
collected
in
1991
to
CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS
$45,184,509 in 1996. FurtherYear
Amount Collected
more, collections have increased
a dramatic 277 percent in the
1986
$11,957,881
past ten years.
1992
$30,140,095
The funds collected through
1993
$32,701,420
this initiative are used to reim1994
$35,912,512
burse the State of Rhode Island
1995
$41,157,048
for the benefits paid to custodial
1996
$45,184,509
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Program Offered to Assist Divorcing Parents

The Family Court and St.
Mary's Home for Children continue to offer an educational program to help parents reduce the
trauma their children experience
during and after a divorce. A divorce has been identified as one
of the most stressful situations an
adult can face. It also is recognized that the breakup of a mar-

impact of divorce at the various
stages in a child's development.
Facilitated by two presenters, the
sessions utilize a multimedia
format that includes the use of
videos, role playing, and group
participation.
All parents who file for a divorce and who have minor children receive information on the

Pat Olney, Staff Director (r) and assistant Joan Toste of St. Mary's Home are
responsible for coordinating the "Divided Yet United" parent education program.

riage is a traumatic event in the
life of a child. This educational
program, entitled "Divided Yet
United," is a five-hour evening
program that is conducted in two
sessions at the Garrahy Judicial
Complex. The program addresses issues such as adult communication skills, parent-child
communication, discipline, and
conflict resolution, as well the

program from the domestic
clerk's office. In addition, St.
Mary's encourages attorneys to
provide information on the program to their clients. Parents attend this course on a voluntary
basis or are ordered to attend by
the court. Participants pay a sliding fee up to $25 based on income; in 1996 approximately 25
percent of the participants paid

less than the full fee.
Forty-eight parents participated in one of the four sessions
of Divided Yet United that were
held in 1996. This number of participants is lower than the number that participated in 1995,
when more than eighty parents
attended the four sessions. However, since more than thirty parents registered for the first session in 1997, it is anticipated that
eighty to ninety parents will attend the program next year.
Participants complete an
anonymous evaluation at the end
of the program, and on the basis
of their responses it appears they
find it very helpful. Ninety-six
percent indicated that their
knowledge about families and
divorce increased after attending
the program. 93 percent stated
that they would recommend the
program to others, and 74 percent agreed that the program
should be mandatory for all those
parents who are in the process
of a divorce and have minor children.

SI
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Court-Annexed Divorce Mediation Expands
The Family Court has established a mediation program as an
alternative to divorce litigation.
Studies have shown that mediadon can save court and attorney
costs and provide greater satisfaction to the parties by assisting
them in achieving a self-determined resolution to their divorce.
Chief Judge Jeremiah S.
Jeremiah, Jr., named a committee early in 1994 to make mediation more widely available to
divorcing parties. It was made
up of both attorney and
nonattorney mediators and was
responsible for developing the
rules and procedures that govern
court-annexed mediation, including the qualifications for courtapproved mediators. The program was implemented by an administrative order issued by the
Chief Judge in November 1994,
and it began formally in Febru-

ary 1995 with the publication of
the first list of approved mediators. To encourage the use of this
alternative, the court sends divorcing parties a brochure on the
benefits of mediation, the list of
approved mediators, and also a
brochure on a parenting-duringdivorce education program.
At the end of 1996 there
were seventy-seven on the list

of court-approved mediators. A
survey of these individuals indicated that during the year they
initiated a total of 165 mediations.
Of this number, almost one half
resulted in an agreement and another quarter were still continuing. This was approximately a
26 percent increase over the
number of mediations reported in
1995(131).

Rhonda Salome reviews court-approved divorce mediation list with Chief Judge Jeremiah
(center) and Court Administrator George DiMuro.

New Support Act Requires Compliance Hearings
In 1996 the Family Court
began conducting compliance
hearings pursuant to legislation
recently enacted by the General
Assembly. The Rhode Island Full
Enforcement of Support Obligations Act, R.I.G.L. §15-11.1-1
to -12, allows the state to revoke
certain state-issued licenses held
by individuals not in compliance
with court orders of child support. The legislation is aimed at
strengthening the state's commitment to the enforcement of childsupport orders. This act provides
for revocation of a license to operate or to register a motor ve-
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hide and licenses that allow an
individual to engage in a profession, an occupation, a business,
or an industry. On the basis of
this legislation the Division of
Taxation-Child Support Enforcement Section serves notice to an
individual who is not in compliance with court-ordered child
support. The individual must be
ninety days or more in arrears
before the division takes action.
Within twenty days of the notice,
an individual may request in writing a hearing before the Family
Court to contest the issue of compliance. By certified mail the Fam-

ily Court notifies the individual of
the date of the compliance hearing. At this hearing the only issues under consideration are
those of whether a valid court
order of child support exists and
whether the person is ninety days
or more in arrears on that order.
If the court makes a finding of
noncompliance, the Division of
Taxation notifies the appropriate
licensing board or agency. In
October 1996 Chief Judge
Jeremiah S. Jeremiah, Jr., appointed Stephen J. Capineri as a
master to handle these hearings,
as well as other matters as assigned by the Chief Judge.
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Two Masters Added to Family Court

In 1996 two masters were
appointed to the Family Court to
address increasing workloads.
Family Court Chief Judge
Jeremiah S. Jeremiah. Jr.. named
Everett C. Sammartino as a court
master on February 12,1996, and
Stephen J. Capineri was sworn in
by the Chief Judge on October
10, 1996.

Master Everett C. Sammartino.

Sr.

Master Sammartino was bom
in Providence, attended the Admiral Farragut Naval Academy in
New Jersey, and was graduated
from Brown University in 1953.
He received his law degree from
Boston University in 1956 and
was admitted to practice law in
Rhode Island that same year.
Master Sammartino was in private practice for thirteen years
before being appointed an assistant United States Attorney in
1969. He served in the Office of
the United States Attorney until

his appointment as a master in the
Family Court. As an assistant
United States Attorney, Master
Sammartino served as the interim
United States Attorney in 1977
and as the chief of the civil division and the supervisory assistant
to the United States Attorney. In
addition. Master Sammartino has
extensive teaching experience.
He has served as a lecturer and
an instructor at the United States
Department of Justice Advocacy
Institute and at Roger Williams
University School of Continuing
Education.
Since his appointment
to the court Master Sammartino
has presided over the domestic
abuse calendar and the domestic
nominal calendar. He also has
handled adoption, juvenile, reciprocal, and paternity matters.
Master Capineri is a lifelong
Rhode Islander. He was born in
Pawtucket and was graduated
from St. Raphael Academy in
1972 and Providence College in
1976. Master Capineri earned
his law degree in 1979 from Suffolk University. Prior to his appointment to the Family Court,
Master Capineri practiced law
for seventeen years. He also
prosecuted juvenile matters for
the city of Pawtucket from 1985
to 1991, served as a guardian ad
litem in the Family Court and was
a probate judge for the city of
East Providence from 1985 until

he was appointed a master in the
Family Court.
Since his appointment
Master Capineri has presided
over compliance hearings pursuant to the recently enacted
Rhode Island Full Enforcement
of Support Obligations Act.
Under this act the state may revoke professional licenses (including drivers' licenses) of individuals who are more than
ninety days in arrears on childsupport payments (see related
story). In addition, Master
Capineri assists on the juvenile
and child-protective calendars.

Master Stephen J. Capineri
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District Court Filings Mixed

District Court filings increased slightly in 1996 compared to the previous two years.
The total number of cases filed
courtwide was 68,361, which
represents about a 1 percent increase over 1995 and almost a 2
percent increase over 1994.
However, filings were lower in
comparison to five years ago. In
1992 filings totaled 87,498 (at
that time criminal charges rather
than criminal cases were
counted), and if one uses the
same method of counting, there
were 81,731 filings this year, a
difference of 5,767, or 6.5 percent
Filing results varied somewhat by division. Filings in the
Second Division rose by 8 percent and were at their highest level
infiveyears. They were marginally higher than 1995 in the Third
and the Sixth Divisions, increasing by roughly 1 percent in the
Third Division and by 2 percent
in the Sixth Division. On the
other hand, filings fell by almost
11 percent in the Fourth Division.
Theresultsalso varied somewhat by case category. The
small increase in filings this year
in relation to the past two years
was due to growth in the civil
caseload. Compared to 1995,
regular civil filings climbed by
over 6 percent and small claims
rose by over 2 percent. In both
categories the increases were
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spread across three of the four
divisions. Regular civil filings
were higher in the Second, the
Third, and the Sixth Divisions,
and small claims rose in the Second, the Third, and the Fourth
Divisions.
The increase in civil filings
was enough to offset a slight decline in the criminal caseload this
year. Courtwide misdemeanor
filings fell by almost 1 percent,
and felony filings decreased by
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over 3 percent. Again these results extended to three divisions.
In the Second and the Third Divisions the decrease was only
marginal in comparison with last
year. However, the difference
was more pronounced in the
Fourth Division where misdemeanorfilingsfell 16 percent. In
contrast, misdemeanor filings
took a different turn in the Sixth
Division, rising by almost 3 percent.
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The District Court handles
two additional types of cases, restraining orders for abuse and administrative appeals, and both categories had fewer filings than in
1995.
Disposition results for 1996
suggest that the District Court
continues to be current in terms
of handling small claims in at
least three divisions. The Third.
Fourth, and Sixth Divisions disposed of more small claims than
were filed, whereas the Second
Division reported a disposition
rate of 90 percent. The results
also suggest that the court is
meeting its goal for the disposition of misdemeanor cases, at
least in the divisions where this
information is available. Two
divisions, the Second and the
Third, reported that they had no
misdemeanors pending over 60
days old at the end of the year.
In the Fourth Division there
were fourteen cases, or roughly
9 percent of the caseload, pending over 60 days, but this division had two cases that were
over 180 days old. The Fourth
Division disposed of 96 percent
of the misdemeanor caseload
within 60 days. At this time there
is no accurate information on the
pending misdemeanor caseload in
the Sixth Division. However. 88
percent of the misdemeanors dis-

posed of in this division were
handled within 60 days, and 96
percent were handled within 180
days.
Dispositions for civil cases
varied widely by division. The
Second and Fourth Divisions dis-

posed of more cases than were
filed, which suggests that these
divisions continued to clear their
backlogs of inactive cases. The
disposition rate in the Sixth Division was 86 percent and was 76
percent in the Third Division.

Civil Filings vs. D i s p o s i t i o n s
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Chief Judge Conducts Extensive Review of Bail Commissioner
Program
Bail commissioners are members of the bar who are empowered to set bail for all offenses
other than those punishable by life
imprisonment, to issue warrants,
and to commit those defendants
who are arrested in default of
bail to the Adult Correctional
Institutions. After conducting a
thorough review of all facets of
the District Court's use of bail
commissioners, Chief Judge
Albert E. DeRobbio initially
discharged all existing appointees
and then reorganized the pro-

gram. The reorganization effectively replaced justices of the
peace with bail commissioners.
Justices of the peace are appointed by the Governor or Secretary of State, whereas bail commissioners, by state statute, are
named by the Chief Judge of the
District Court. As a result all bail
commissioners will now be conducting the duties of their offices
are in conformance with requirements established by the District
Court. Bail commissioners will
be assigned to specific divisions

of the District Court. Additionally there will be nine statewide
bail commissioners, and each division will have a regional coordinator. This new organizational
structure will encourage rotation
of the bail commissioners, and the
coordinator as well.
On August 5, 1996, approximately seventy bail commissioners were sworn into office en masse following a training seminar specifically convened
for appointees.

Reorganization of the program resulted in the swearing in of all reappointed Bail Commissioners
who pose on the steps of the Garrahy Judicial Complex.
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Fourth Division Institutes
Criminal-Case Tracking System
After an intensive data-entry effort over a twomonth period, the Fourth Division came on line and
was added to District Court's criminal case-tracking system (Promis) on January 1,1996. The Fourth
Division serves Washington County. There are now
two divisions with fully automated, criminal casetracking capability, the Fourth and Sixth Divisions.
Working under the direction of Supervising
Deputy Clerk RoseMary Cantley, the Fourth Division staff worked nights and weekends to backload
approximately 4,000 cases, with many cases requiring up to fifteen entries. Employees from the
Sixth Division, based in Providence, provided invaluable assistance in ensuring that the system was
operational and on-line at the start of the year. The
initiative also received assistance from two of the
court's management information-system staff mem-

bers, John Clifford and Dennis Morgan, who developed an operations manual and provided training.
The effort provided immediate benefits to Fourth
Division court employees, defendants, and attorneys. Instead of sifting through records manually,
which often took about a half hour and usually involved a call back, court employees now call up
the record on the computer terminal and handle requests for information in a matter of minutes. In
addition, calendars and statistical reports that were
previously prepared manually are now produced
automatically by the system. Although the implementation required many hours of hard work, the
clerk's office has found that computerization has
made its daily routines much easier.

The recently constructed McGrath Judicial Complex serves Washington County and houses the
4th Division of District Court.
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Pending Caseload Continues Downward Trend

As in the past five years the
Workers' Compensation Court
disposed of more cases than it
took in during 1996. New petitions totaled 8,369 for the year,
and the number disposed of was
8,831. As a result, the court continued to reduce the pending
caseload. By the end of the year
the number of pending cases had
dropped to 3,087, which was almost a 13 percent reduction in
comparison with 1995 and a 34
percent reduction in comparison
with 1992.
One factor in the court's success was the continuing decline
in case filings, a trend attributed
to the 1992 Workers' Compensation Reform Act, the general
economy, and the efficiency of the
court. Case filings were lower in
1996 for the fifth consecutive
year, with filings down by 12 percent from 1995 and 45 percent
since 1992. A review of petitions

Cases Filed vs. Cases Disposed
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by case type shows that employer petitions decreased by the
widest margin. Compared to five
years ago the number of petitions
filed by employers dropped by
over 50 percent. Employee petitions also have declined
steadily. In the same five-year
period petitions of this type decreased by 34 percent.
A breakdown of dispositions
shows that, as in the past, the
majority of cases (58 percent)
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were disposed at the pretrial
stage. About 60 percent of the
cases disposed of at this point
were handled within 30 days, and
87 percent were completed in
under 90 days. At the trial stage
the court succeeded in disposing
of over 71 percent of the cases
within 270 days, and 81 percent
were handled in a period of under a year.
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Court Achieves Data-Processing Upgrade

The Workers' Compensation Court first implemented an
automated information system in
1990. Since then many changes
have occurred in the processing
of the court's caseload. All filing, scheduling, and notification
of cases takes place on the online system, which has increased
the efficiency of the court. In
addition, the staff has access to
all court records at work stations
located on their desks, and the
public has access to court
records at work stations located
on the counter in the clerk's office.
In 1996 the court made several further improvements to the
automated system. A new process was implemented for handling the cases of attorneys who
are court-excused. Now the system will not allow the scheduling
of an attorney's cases for the period that the attorney is excused
from court. This new procedure
proven beneficial to both the
court and the bar, eliminating the
burden and the expense of sending improper notices and then
having to reschedule the cases
and send out new notices.
Also during 1996, at the direction of the Chief Judge, Robert F. Arrigan, the data-entry division and the appellate-division
clerk worked together to perform a full audit of all the cases at
the appellate level to ensure the
accuracy of the automated-sys-
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tem data. Although the system
previously had the capability to
track appellate cases, it was not
being used to its fullest. Now that
the data on the system is reliable,
it is being used for close monitoring of the appellate-division
caseload.
In 1996 the court began to
microfiche the petitioner/respondent-name listing and placed a
microfiche machine on the
counter in the clerk's office to
provide easy access to both employees and the public. If the online system is down or an exact
spelling is unknown, the disposed
of case number can be located
by referencing the microfiche alphabetical listing. The court updates the list on a quarterly basis.
The court's stenographers
benefited from a statewide

project to enhance the preparation of transcripts. The installation in 1996 of hardware and
software for a Computer Aided
Transcription (CAT) system will
assist stenographers in the timely
completion of requested transcripts. At present the methods
for storing transcripts involve diskette and paper. Under the new
system each stenographer builds
a personal transcription dictionary. The personal dictionary
downloads to a transcript document that is ready for typing and
editing.
Even though the current system has fulfilled the needs of the
court for the last six years, the
new technology, such as local
area networks, personal computers, e-mail, and imaging that the
courts are now installing will be a
significant advance.

Louise DiGiacomo (seated) displays system enhancements
to (l-r) Arlene
Moloney, Jeanine Taylor, Iliana Champagne, Lorie Grieve, and Susan Moore.
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Medical Advisory Board Continues to
Promulgate Treatment Protocols
The charge of the Medical
Advisory Board, as defined by
the Legislature in 1992, is to ensure that every person who has
been disabled owing to a workrelated injury is provided with
good-quality medical care and
the opportunity to return to work
as soon as possible. To accomplish this goal, the board is responsible for creating and re-

to ensure the provision of good
medical care for all injured workers while limiting costly, inappropriate intervention and unnecessary delay in returning workers
to gainful employment. The
medical protocols were not designed as "cookbooks" for care.
Rather, they outline options for
appropriate types of intervention
from which physicians and other

Theresa Healy, Donna Gemma, Maureen Aveno, (seated 1-r), and Chief Judge
Arrigan and Lisa DeLorenzo review medical protocols established for treatment of work related injuries.

viewing standards (protocols) for
the treatment of compensable injuries.
In 1996, protocols for the
performance of radiographic
evaluation, cubital-tunnel syndrome, and radial-tunnel syndrome were promulgated. The
Medical Advisory Board presently has protocols for approximately thirty-one injuries, representing roughly 95 percent of all
work-related injuries.
The purpose of protocols is

health-care providers may
choose.
The protocols focus on the
length of treatment for an injury
and set forth criteria that must be
met before the medical-care provider can resort to expensive
objective testing, such as magnetic-resonance imaging scans,
CT scans, or electromyography.
Prior experience suggests that
these extremely costly procedures, which are often a routine
part of some treatment pro-

grams, are superfluous in most
cases.
The protocols were established primarily by health-care
providers themselves. For example, the hand protocols were
written by a prominent hand surgeon, and a subcommittee of neurologists and neurosurgeons established the diagnostic-testing
protocols. After review by the
board, each protocol is presented
at a public hearing for full discussion, final revision, and passage.
Once passed, the protocol becomes effective in twenty days
and applies to the services provided for all injuries of this type,
regardless of the injury date.
The Medical Advisory
Board's protocols affect workers' compensation at a variety of
levels: the injured worker, the
employer, the insurer, the medical provider, the court, and the
board itself. If the protocols are
followed, the injured worker will
be provided good-quality medical care while limiting costly, inappropriate intervention and unnecessary delay in returning to
gainful employment.
Since 1992 the protocols
have translated into an estimated
$30 million in savings to Rhode
Island employers. For this reason, they have generated much
interest from workers' compensation administrators in other
states. To date, fifteen other
states have investigated the
Rhode Island protocols.
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The Administrative Adjudication Court Caseload Grows

This fiscal year the total number of traffic summons returnable
to the Administrative Adjudication Court (AAC) increased significantly. In FT 1995 the estimated number of summons issued
was 89.811, and in FY 1996 it
was 127.466. Thus, the court
workload rose by an estimated 42
percent. Appeals within the AAC
also increased. Compared to FY
1995 the number rose by 52 or 7
percent.
Dispositions for the AAC
were lower this fiscal year than in
FY 1995 but still higher than in
FY 1994. However, because the
court conducted a special backlog reduction program that greatly
increased the number of dispositions during FY 1995, the results
for FY 1994 are a better basis for
comparison. Dispositions were
almost 11 percent higher this year
than in 1994. Of the number disposed this fiscal year, roughly 54
percent involved court hearings.
This included 1,586 breathalyzer
refusal hearings, 4,245 hearings
for failure to carry car insurance,
and 10,534 summons adjudicated
by the District Court and processed by AAC. The remainder
of the disposed cases (46 percent) were handled without a court
hearing. A total of 46,527 summons were disposed as "pay by
mails."

year. The estimated disposition
rate was 80 percent, and the gap
between the number of summons
issued and disposed was 25,587.
As a result the outstanding
caseload almost doubled in comparison to last year. Included in
the number of outstanding cases
were 141 breathalyzer refusals
and 9,969 insurance cases.
In addition to the above, the
AAC handles a large volume of
cases involving compliance requirements issued not only by
AAC but also by the Superior

Court, the District Court foreign
jurisdictions, and the Division of
Motor Vehicles. These requirements may include motor vehicle
license suspension orders, community service. Defensive Driving School, or Driving Under the
Influence Program. Thus, during
1996 the Operator Control section handled a total of 122,415
hearings/case reviews and 422
medical board reviews, and the
court handled 114,863 suspension orders and 4,772 driver retraining cases.

Debbie Main, a data entry clerk, processes the ever increasing volume of cases
entered into the court's computer database.

Dispositions fell short of the
number of summons issued this
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Upgrading of the AAC Computer System Moves Forward

The Administrative Adjudication Court (AAC) became part
of the unified court system in
1992. At the time of the transition the AAC depended on two
separate mainframe computer
systems, an IBM and a Data
General, and none of the routine
correspondence or paperflow of
the court was automated. Therefore. under the guidance of Chief
Judge Vincent Pallozzi and administrator Leo Skenyon. the
court developed a comprehensive plan for replacing the existing system and installing a new
one that would better serve the
needs of the court. This process
involved defining the court's
needs and articulating its goals
and objectives. The resulting plan
was an ambitious one, consisting
of three phases. The first phase
involved a complete rewiring of
the courthouse; the second phase,
the installation of a local area network (LAN) to replace the two
existing systems; and the third
phase, the acquisition of new
case-management software.
However, before beginning the
three-phase plan, the court had
to modify all its existing programs
in order to implement the new
universal summons as required
by the Municipal Court compact.
In order to carry out the
three-phase plan and ensure that
the new system would meet the
requirements and standards iden-
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Chief Judge Vincent Pallozzi reviews progress of computer system upgrade with administrative assistant Donna DiPalma.

tified, the court established a central computer-operations office at
the AAC. By means of the combined hard work of the new AAC
office and the RIJSS staff, the
first phase was completed by the
end of 1995. Phase 2, the installation of the local area network, was substantially completed by mid-1996. This phase
was accomplished without any
interruption of court operation.
The result was a seamless integration of the software from the
two mainframes and the replacement of the two to three terminals per work station with a single
terminal. The AAC was thus the
first court in the state court system to complete a major upgrade
of its computer hardware.
In the third phase the court
will go through a detailed procurement process to select a ven-

dor to install a new case-management system. The Administrative Office of the Courts.
RIJSS. the Office of Information
Processing, and the National
Center for State Courts will work
as a team in preparing a request
for proposals and selecting the
vendor. Phase 3 will probably
not be completed until 1998.
The goal of the AAC is to
reduce the flow of paper and to
eliminate the storage of hard copies. The AAC currently has over
a million driving-record case files.
3 million active and disposed traffic-summons files, and thousands
of separate case files and judicial
correspondence files. The elimination of as many of these paper
files as possible is AAC's future
challenge.
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Driver Retraining Section Promotes Public Safety

The Driver Retraining Section of the Administrative Adjudication Court (AAC) handles an
annual caseload of over 4,000.
Cases are referred to driver retraining by the court for alcohol
or substance-related violations
such as DWI (driving while intoxicated) and refusing to take a
breathalyzer test. Cases are referred to meet various requirements, including evaluation, substance-abuse treatment, participation in an educational program,
participation in a driving-improvement program, and community service.
Driver-retraining specialists
are responsible for making sure

that all the sanctions imposed by a
judge are fulfilled.
The fulfillment of
this purpose may
necessitate at least
one interview with
each referral and
often requires as
many as two or
three interviews.
In many cases a
motorist's license
and registration The Administrative Adjudication Court was added to the
Unified Court System in 1992 and ranks first in the numsuspension must ber
of cases processed annually.
be extended beyond the time ordered by the
not met the requirements of
court because the individual has
the court order.

Breathalyzer-Refusal Unit Operates Efficiently
In 19% the BreathalyzerRefusal Unit handled 1,746
cases. In accordance with
R.I.G.L. § 31-27-2.1, a judge reviews each breathalyzer-refusal
case before pretrial. If the judge
finds there are reasonable
grounds to believe that the individual committed an alcohol violation, the motorist's license and
registration may be suspended.
The suspension order is issued
immediately and takes effect
within five days. The AAC
prides itself on the efficiency of
the suspension process for alcohol violations. In most instances

place within
sixty days,
and a trial is
r e a c h e d

within ninety
days. These
figures represent a dramatic reduction in the
time required
for handling a Although there have been major renovations to adapt an office
case and can complex to fit court needs, a new building is being planned to
more effectively carry out AAC operations.
be attributed
to the work of the BreathalyzerRefusal Unit
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Justice Murray Ends Forty-Year Judicial Career

After achieving a number of firsts over her
forty-year career as a jurist, Florence K. Murray,
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, retired
on September 30, 1996. She is a Newport
native. After graduating from Syracuse University in 1938, she received her law degree four
years later from Boston University School of
Law. Her public service career began in 1949
when she was elected a State Senator from
Newport. She served in the State Senate for
seven years, and in 1956 she became the first
woman appointed an associate justice of the
Superior Court. She achieved another milestone
Justice Florence K. Murray
upon being appointed the first female Presiding
Justice of the Superior Court. She served in this capacity from 1978 to 1979 and then became the first
woman elected to serve on the Rhode Island Supreme Court. Justice Murray is also recognized for her
distinguished career in the armed services: she attained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the Women's
Army Corps during World War II.

Superior Court Justice Campanella Retires
Americo Campanella. Associate Justice of
the Superior Court, retired on March 15,1996,
after serving on the bench for more than ten
years. He is a graduate of Manhattan College
and received his LL.B. in 1950 from Boston
University School of Law. Prior to his appointment to the Superior Court, Justice Campanella
served in several capacities in state government,
including legal counsel to the Registry of Motor
Vehicles, first assistant attorney general (19671971), and legal counsel to the Office of Price
Stabilization. He was appointed to the Superior
Court on March 7,1986.
Associate Justice Americo

Campanella
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Seated l-r: Marilyn Shannon McConaghy, Esq.; Mary Louise Kennedy, Esq. Joseph
Esq. Joseph A. Kelly, Esq.; and Chair, Joseph V. Cavanaugh, Jr. Esq.

Roszkowski,

Board of Bar Examiners
Rhode Island Supreme Court
250 Benefit Street, Providence, RI 02903
(401)277-3272
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 2, Rule 5)

The Board of Bar Examiners
tests the legal knowledge of bar
applicants by administering bar
examinations on the last Wednesday and Thursday of February and
of July. Applicants must be graduates of a law school approved
and accredited by the American
Bar Association and must have received a scaled score of 80 on the
Multistate Professional Responsibility exam prior to sitting for the
two-day examination. The
Multistate Bar Exam (MBE) is
given on the first day, and essay
questions on Rhode Island law are
given on the second day. Appli-

cants need a scaled score of 140
on the MBE and must successfully answer seven out of twelve
essay questions.
The Supreme Court appoints
seven attorneys to the board for
five-year terms. Members proctor the bar exam and score the responses to the questions. In 1996
the board processed 285 applications andrecommended195 individuals for admission to the bar.

Members:
Marilyn Shannon McConaghy, Esquire, Chair
Joseph V. Cavanaugh, Jr., Esquire
Alfred J. Factor, Esquire
Michael R. Goldenberg, Esquire
Joseph A. Kelly, Esquire
Mary Louise Kennedy, Esquire
Joseph Roszkowski, Esquire
Brian B. Burns, Administrator
Kathleen Cacchiotti, Executive Secretary
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Seated l-r: Deborah DiNardo, Esq.; Barbara Margolis, Legal Counsel. Standing l-r: William C.
Clifton, Esq.; Steven M. McInnis, Esq.; Chair. Joseph A. Kelly. Esq.; and Kathleen Cacchiotti. Exec.
Secretary.

Committee on Character and Fitness
Rhode Island Supreme Court
250 Benefit Street, Providence, RI 02903
(401) 277-3272
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 2, Rule 3)

Established by the Supreme
Court in 1988, the Committee on
Character and Fitness determines
the moral fitness of Rhode Island
Bar applicants by scrutinizing their
finances, legal training, and criminal records, if any. Applicants also
must participate in a personal interview.
Following the interview, applicants may be referred to the full
committee for a hearing if further
review is warranted. A recommendation is then made to the Su-
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preme Court concerning whether
an applicant should be admitted
to the bar or even allowed to take
the bar examination. The court
may then grant the applicant's
request or require the applicant to
show cause why the court should
grant the request. The seven
Supreme Court appointed members serve three-year terms.

Members:
Steven M. McInnis, Esquire. Chair
Berndt W. Anderson, Esquire
William C. Clifton. Esquire
Deborah DiNardo, Esquire
Joseph A. Kelly, Esquire
Jane M. McSoley, Esquire
Brian B. Bums, Administrator
Kathleen Cacchiotti, Executive Secretary
Barbara Margolis, Legal Counsel
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Seated l-r: Nancy Fisher Chudacoff, Esq.; Merlyn P. O'Keefe, Esq., Chair; Susan Leach DeBlasio, Esq.;
and Vincent Brown. Standing l-r: Sydney 0. Williams, Esq.; Michael St.Pierre; Neil P. Philbin, Esq.;
Viola M. Wyman; Robert G. Jeffrey, Esq.; James J. Rubovits, Esq.; and C. Russell Bengson, Esq.

Disciplinary Board
Fogarty Judicial Annex,
24 Weybosset Street, Providence, RI 02903
(401)277-3270
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 3, Rule 4)

The Disciplinary Board consists of eight attorneys and four
public members who are appointed by the Supreme Court.
Members may serve two terms,
not to exceed six years. The
board oversees the Office of the
Disciplinary Counsel, which reviews and investigates all allegations of attorney misconduct received from complainants. The
board must authorize the filing of
formal charges against an attorney. It then conducts hearings and

makes recommendations for
discipline if such is deemed
necessary. The board may petition the court to place an attorney
on inactive status if the attorney is
mentally or physically incapacitated. The board may also ask
attorneys to appear before it to
clarify an alleged infraction of the
Rules of Professional Conduct.
The Disciplinary Counsel
maintains a screening process
whereby any complainant may
speak to a staff attorney prior to

the filing of the complaint. This
procedure increases the efficiency
of the board by eliminating frivolous complaints and by bringing
serious matters to the immediate
attention of the board. Staff attorneys cannot provide legal advice to complainants; however,
they are to give assistance by referring complainants to other
agencies that may assist them in
obtaining legal representation.
The number of complaints the
Office of Disciplinary Counsel in-
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vestigated in 1996 was 421. An
additional 110 complaints were
not opened for formal investigation as the complaints did not fall
within the office's jurisdiction
and/or allege a rule violation.
During 1996 the Disciplinary
Counsel received twenty-eight
notices of overdrafts on attorney
trust accounts. The notices are
transmitted pursuant to Article 4,
Rule 2. In each case of an overdraft notification the attorney was
requested to provide an explanation, in writing, and in some
cases Disciplinary Counsel interviewed the attorney. None of
these matters resulted in a formal
investigation of misconduct However, the overdraft-notification
rule does act as a significant deterrent against the misappropriation of client funds.

Members:

Merlyn P. O' Keefe, Esquire. Chair

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

589
371

570
301

524
253

572
286

537
254

119
87
12

114
88
7

144
122
5

138
138
10

110
167
6

Nature of Complaints
Dissatisfaction
Fee Dispute
Neglect
Failure to account for funds
Conviction of a crime
Conflict of interest
Conduct reflects adversely on bar
Other

176
59
22
28
0
17
10
156

126
49
13
13
3
19
2
143

113
39
6
3
3
3
5
115

175
41
4
6
0
12
1
101

145
22
6
9
0
7
2
94

Source of Complaints
Client
Nonclient
Judge
Opposing counsel
Other attorney
Chief Disciplinary Counsel
Creditor
Other

320
16
1
0
10
14
0
34

252
23
0
0
6
9
0
35

199
35
0
1
7
14
1
8

223
53
3
3
3
10
0
3

202
43
0
6
6
3
1
1

258

327

279

60
9

48
12

Intake Screening and Complaint
Processing
Complaints received
Complaints opened for investigation
Complaints outside jurisdiction of
Disciplinary Board
Informal complaints
Fee disputes (no misconduct alleged)

Board Actions
Complaints dismissed
Complaints dismissed w/ admonition or
cautionary letter
Referred to RI Bar Association fee arbitration
Letter of reprimand
Petition to issue
Referred to court (Rule 6(e))
Decision to court (Rule 6(b))

Susan Leach DeBlasio, Esquire,
Secretary
C. Russell Bengtson, Esquire
Vincent Brown
Maryjo Can, Esquire
Nancy Fisher Chudacoff, Esquire
Robert G. Jeffrey, Esquire
Neil P. Philbin, Esquire
James J. Rubovits

Court Actions
Ordered to respond pursuant to Rule 6(e)
Private censure
Public censure
Suspension (including interim suspension)
Disbarment (including consent to disbarment)
Transferred to inactive status
Resignations
Special master appointed

*

*

61
14
27

28
5
42

14
4
0
6
7
3

2
10
5
4
4
2

*

*

*

•

235

213

25
12
4
1 1
2
19

20
0
4
13
4
11

18
3
3
16
0
12

2
8
2
3
6
1
2

4
8
1
6
2
1
1
4

0
1
2
8
7
0
0
2

*

Michael St. Pierre, Esquire
Sydney O. Williams
Viola M. Wyman
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t The total will exceed the number of complaints opened for investigation because
some complaints fall within more than one category.
* Not available.
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Seated l-r: Sarah T. Dowling, Esq., Chair. Joseph F. Penza, Esq.: Standing l-r: Elizabeth A. Del Padre.
Staff Attorney: Deborah Miller Tale, Esq.: Richard F. Staples. Esq. and C. Russell Bengson, Esq.

Ethics Advisory Panel
Fogarty Judicial Annex
24 Weybosset Street. Providence. RI02903
(401)277-3270
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 5, Rule 9)
The Ethics Advisory Panel
was established by the Supreme
Court in 1986 to provide Rhode
Island attorneys with confidential
advice on prospective behavior
based on the Rules of Professional Conduct. Although attorneys are not required to abide
by panel opinions, those who do
so are fully protected from any
subsequent charge of impropriety.
Panel opinions are published
in the Rhode Island Bar Journal
and the Rhode Island Lawyers
Weekly. The State Law Library
maintains a set of panel opinions
and a topical index. The ABA/
BNA Manual on Professional
Conduct also indexes and publishes
summaries of panel-opinion digests.

The Supreme Court appoints
five Rhode Island attorneys to
serve one- or two-year terms.
The panel received sixtythree written requests from attorneys seeking advisory opinions in
19%. The panel issued thirty-five
advisory opinions and declined to
render opinions inregardto eighteen requests pursuant to Supreme Court Ethics Advisory
Panel Rule 2 entitled "Jurisdiction." The panel forwarded copies of general informational opinions in lieu of issuing opinions for
two of the requests. Four requests were withdrawn by the
inquiring attorneys, and four requests were pending at the close
of the year.
The staff attorney's respon-

sibilities include meeting with attorneys on a daily basis, rendering advice and guidance to attorneys making inquiries by telephone, providing research information to panel members and the
Rhode Island Bar Association,
and making copies of panel opinions available to other states.

Members:
Sarah T. Dowling, Esquire, Chair
Edward H. Newman. Esquire
Joseph F. Penza, Esquire
Richard F. Staples, Esquire
Deborah Miller Tate. Esquire
Elizabeth A. Del Padre. Staff Attorney
Nina Ricci Igliozzi, Staff Attorney
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The Honorable Richard J. Israel, Associate Justice, Superior Court; Elizabeth A. Del Padre. Staff
Attorney; The Honorable Gilbert V. lndeglia, Associate Judge, District Court; The Honorable Dominic F.
Cresto, Associate Justice, Superior Court, Chair; The Honorable Haiganush R. Bedrosian, Associate
Justice, Family Court; The Honorable Janette A. Bertness, Associate Judge, Workers' Compensation
Court.

Advisory Committee on the Code of Judicial Conduct
Fogarty Judicial Annex
24 Weybosset Street, Providence RI 02903
(401)277-3270
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 6, Rule 1)
In 1994 the Supreme Court
In 1983 the Supreme Court
restrictions imposed by the canruled that judicial advisory opinamended the Canons of Judicial
ons to groupsrequestingtheir help
ions are a matter of public record
Ethics to create the Advisory
in worthy causes. The commitand that confidentiality of the reCommittee on the code of Juditee can also respond to requests
questing judge's name is not recial Conduct The amendment refor advice on other canons.
quired.
stricts judicial participation in tesCommittee members are
The committee received eight
timonials and fundraising and esappointed to staggered two-year
tablishes criteria for determining
requests for advisory opinions in
terms. The Supreme Court usu1996. The committee issued
the appropriateness of a judge's
ally appoints members for a single
seven advisory opinions and deinvolvement in these events. The
term only so that both the burclined to render an opinion to one
amendment also specifies that
den and the experience of this
request.
advisory committee members be
duty are shared widely by memdrawn from several state courts
bers of the Judiciary.
"to assist judges in complying
with the canons by responding
Members:
to requests for opinions."
The Honorable Dominic F. Cresto, Associate Justice, Superior Court, Chair
Advisory opinions are often
The Honorable Richard J. Israel. Associate Justice, Superior Court
sought to determine whether a
The Honorable Haiganush R. Bedrosian, Associate Justice, Family Court
token of recognition offered to a The Honorable Gilbert V. lndeglia, Associate Judge, District Court
judge falls within the guidelines of The Honorable Janette A. Bertness, Associate Judge, Workers' Compensation Court
Elizabeth A. Del Padre. Staff Attorney
the canon. These opinions also
Nina Ricci Igliozzi, Staff Attorney
help judges communicate the
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Seated l-r: The Honorable Vincent Pallozzi, Chief Judge, Administrative Adjudication Court; The Honorable
Jeremiah S. Jeremiah Jr., Chief Judge, Family Court; The Honorable Victoria Lederberg, Justice, Supreme
Court, Chair; The Honorable Albert E. DeRobbio, Chief Judge, District Court and The Honorable
Robert F. Arrigan. Chief Judge, Worker's Compensation Court; Standing (l-r) William P. Robinson, Esq.
John A. MacFadyen III, Esq. and Milton H. Hamolsky, M.D.

Judicial Performance Evaluation Committee
250 Benefit Street, Providence, RI 02903
(401)277-2500
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 6, Rule 4)
The Judicial Performance
Evaluation Committee was established by Supreme Court Rule
4, issued on March 25, 1993.
The rule was adopted in recognition of the fact that the periodic
evaluation of a judge's performance is a reliable method for
promoting judicial excellence and
competence. Under the rule, the
committee is responsible for developing and administering a program for the continuing evaluation of judicial performance under the Supreme Court's supervision.
The primary goal of performance evaluation is not only to
promote the self-improvement of
individual judges but also to promote the improvement of the Judiciary as a whole. A secondary

goal is the improvement of the
design and the content of continuing judicial-education programs.
The data that has been compiled is periodically transmitted to
the Chief Justice and the Chief
Judges of each court. The Chief

Judge then reviews with each
judge his or her evaluations that
were submitted during the year.
In the Superior Court, either the
Presiding Justice or one of several retired judges of that court
may conduct this review with the
judge under review.

Members:
The Honorable Victoria Lederberg, Justice, Supreme Court. Chair
The Honorable Joseph F. Rodgers, Jr., Presiding Justice, Superior Court
The Honorable Jeremiah S. Jeremiah, Jr., Chief Judge, Family Court
The Honorable Albert E. DeRobbio, Chief Judge. District Court
The Honorable Robert F. Arrigan, Chief Judge. Workers' Compensation Court
The Honorable Vincent Pallozzi, Chief Judge, Administrative Adjudication
Court
Milton H. Hamolsky, M.D.
Lauren Jones, Esquire
John A. MacFadyen. i n . Esquire
William P. Robinson, Esquire
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Seated l-r: The Honorable Kathleen A. Voccola, Associate Justice, Family Court; The Honorable Alice Bridget Gibney,
Associate Justice, Superior Court; Deborah Miller Tate, Esq.; Jeanne E. LaFazia, Esq.. Standing l-r: Deming E. Sherman,
Esq.; E. Jerome Batty, Esq.; George L. Santopietro, Esq.; The Honorable George E. Healy, Associate Judge. Workers'
Compensation Court; The Honorable Henry Gemma Jr., Associate Justice, Superior Court; and Richard S. Humphrey. Esq.

Commission on Judicial Tenure and Discipline
Fogarty Judicial Annex
24 Weybosset Street, Providence, RI 02903 • (401) 277-1188 (Fax 277-1493)
(Pursuant to R.I.G.L. § 8-16-1)
commission who were present
complaining party are notified.
The Commission on Judicial
throughout the hearing find that
Tenure and Discipline was creThe fourteen-member comthe charges have been sustained,
ated in 1974 to provide a forum
mission represents a cross secthe commission reports its findfor complaints against any justice
tion of the population: six repreing to die Supreme Court and recof the Supreme, Superior, Famsent the State Bar Association
ommends a reprimand, a cenily, District, Workers' Compenand the public at large and are
sure, a suspension, a removal or
sation, or Administrative Adjuappointed by the Governor with
a retirement of the judge. The
dication Courts. The commission
the advice and consent of the
reviews allegations of serious vio- commission may also recomSenate; one is appointed by the
mend immediate temporary suslations of the Code of Judicial
Senate majority leader; two are
pension of the judge during the
Conduct including willful and perappointed by the Speaker of the
sistent failure to perform judicial
pendency of further proceedings.
House; and five judges are apduties; disabling addiction to alIf charges have not been suspointed by the Supreme Court.
cohol, drugs, or narcotics; contained, the complaint is disAll appointments are for threeduct that brings the judicial office
missed, and the judge and the
year terms.
into serious disrepute; or a physical or a mental disability that seMembers:
riously interferes with, and will The Honorable Alice B. Gibney, Associate Justice, Superior Court, Chair
continue to interfere with, the per- The Honorable Henry Gemma, Jr., Associate Justice, Superior Court
The Honorable Kathleen A. Voccola, Associate Justice, Family Court
formance of judicial duties.
The Honorable John J. Capelli, Associate Judge. District Court

Following a formal hearing,
the commission determines
whether charges have been sustained. If eight members of the

The Honorable George E. Healy, Associate Judge, Workers' Compensation Court
Senator M. Theresa Paiva-Weed

E. Jerome Batty. Esquire

Richard S. Humphrey. Esquire

Jeanne E. LaFazia. Esquire

George L. Santopietro. Esquire

Deming E. Sherman, Esquire

Deborah M. Tate, Esquire
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Representative Donald J. Lally

Representative Robert A. Watson
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The Honorable Robert G. Flanders Jr., Justice Supreme Court, Chair; John E. Ryan, Esq.; Stephen
A. Fanning, Esq.; and Judeth Crowley, Ph.D. Standing /-: Janice Ricciardi, Secretary; Holly
Hitchcock, Director; The Honorable Gilbert V: Indeglia, Associate Judge. District Court; The
Honorable Judith Colenback Savage, Associate Justice, Superior Court; and R. Kelly Sheridan, Esq.

Mandatory Continuing Legal Education
Rhode Island Supreme Court
250 Benefit Street, Providence, RI02903
(401)277-4942
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Article 4, Rule 3)
The Honorable Florence K.
Murray chaired the eleven-member mandatory Continuing Legal
Education Commission (MCLE)
during its third consecutive year
until her retirement from the
Rhode Island Supreme Court.
On October 30,1996, the Honorable Robert G. Flanders, Jr.,
was appointed Justice Murray's
successor. Justice Flanders was
an active proponent of continuing legal education throughout his
membership in the Rhode Island
Bar Association.
In June 1996 the commission proposed several changes to
the MCLE Regulations. These
changes consisted of creating a
reciprocal relationship with all
other MCLE states whereby outof-state attorneys holding multiple
licenses are considered in com-

pliance with Rhode Island if they
are in compliance with their resident states. Also, late fees were
increased on a graduated scale,
sanctioning attorneys at $25,
$50, and $75 according to how
late thefilingwas received. These
increased sanctions were designed to encourage the small percentage of severely late filers to
file earlier. Carry-forward transcripts were sent to those attorneys who filed more than the ten
credits required. Eighty-three

percent of attorneys documented
more than the minimum of credits. It should be noted that
through the efforts of the commission staff, the 110 sponsors
of CLE. and the 4,500 attorneys
complying with MCLE, there
were markedly fewer errors in
reporting. The cooperative enthusiasm for continuing legal education was seen in the increase
of attorneys serving as faculty for
accredited in-state and national
programs.

Members:
The Honorable Florence K. Murray, Justice, Supreme Court, Chair
(1/1/96-9/30/96)
The Honorable Robert G. Flanders, Jr., Justice, Supreme Court, Chair
(10/1/96)
The Honorable Donald F. Shea, Justice, Retired, Supreme Court
The Honorable Judith C. Savage. Associate Justice, Superior Court
The Honorable Gilbert V. Indeglia, Associate Judge. District Court
Patricia Buckley, Esquire
John Ryan. Esquire
Christopher DelSesto, Esquire
R. Kelly Sheridan, Esquire
Amato DeLuca, Esquire
Judeth Crowley, Ph.D.
Stephen A. Fanning. Esquire
Holly Hitchcock, Director
Janice Ricciardi, Secretary
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(l-r) Kenneth A. Colaluca, Esq.; Robert V. Rossi, Esq.; Carolyn Barone, Esq.; Joseph T. Little, Esq.;
Avram N. Cohen, Esq., Chair and Linda Buffardi, Esq.

Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee
Rhode Island Supreme Court
250 Benefit Street, Providence, RI02903
(401)277-3272
(Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule Article 5, Rule 5.5)

The Unauthorized Practice of
Law Committee was established
in 1984 to work with the Office
of the Attorney General in investigating and prosecuting alleged instances of unauthorized individuals' practicing law. The Supreme
Court appoints seven Rhode Island Bar Association members to
the committee to review complaints from the bar, the public,
and both the Federal and the State
Judiciaries.
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Since most litigation initiated by the
committee requests injunctive relief, the chair is required to sign
verified complaints and to testify
in court hearings. Although litigation is handled by the Office of the
Attorney General, committee
members, and particularly the
chair, draft substantially all the necessary pleadings and do the required legal research.

Members:
Avram N. Cohen, Esquire, Chair
Carolyn Barone, Esquire
Linda Buffardi, Esquire
Kenneth A. Colaluca, Esquire
Joseph T. Little, Esquire
Albert J. Mainellli, Esquire
Robert V. Rossi, Esquire
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1996 Judicial Roster
SUPREME COURT
Joseph R. Weisberger.

Chief Justice
Victoria L e d e r b e r g .

Justice
J o h n P. B o u r c i e r ,

Justice
R o b e r t G . F l a n d e r s , Jr.,

Justice
SUPERIOR COURT
J o s e p h F. R o d g e r s , Jr.,

Presiding Justice
T h o m a s H. N e e d h a m ,

Associate Justice
D o m i n i c F. C r e s t o .

Associate Justice
Alice Bridget Gibney,

Associate Justice
R i c h a r d J. Israel,

Associate Justice
Robert D. Krause.

Associate Justice
Melanie Wilk Thunberg,

Associate Justice
Vincent A. Ragosta,

Associate Justice
J o h n F. S h e e h a n ,

Associate Justice
Ronald R. Gagnon,

Associate Justice
H e n r y G e m m a , Jr.,

Associate Justice
Mark A. Pfeiffer,

Associate Justice
Maureen McK. Goldberg.

Associate Justice
Patricia A . H u r s t ,

Associate Justice
F r a n c i s J. D a r i g a n , Jr.,

Associate Justice
Judith C o l e n b a c k Savage

Associate Justice
Michael A. Silverstein,

Associate Justice

S t e p h e n J. F o r t u n a t o , Jr.,

Associate Justice
Edward C. Clifton,

Associate Justice

E v e r e t t C. S a m m a r t i n o ,

Master

Carmine A. Rao,

Associate Judge

S t e p h e n J. C a p i n e r i ,

C o n s t a n c e L. M e s s o r e ,

Master

Associate Judge

N e t t i e C . Vogel,

Associate Justice
F r a n k J. W i l l i a m s ,

Associate

Justice

W i l l i a m A . D i m i t r i , Jr.,

Associate

Justice

A n t h o n y C a m e v a l e , Jr.,

General Master
W i l l i a m J. M c A t e e ,

Administrator/Master

DISTRICT COURT

J e r e m i a h S. J e r e m i a h , Jr.,

Chief Judge
H a i g a n u s h R. B e d r o s i a n ,

D e b r a L. O l s s o n ,

Chief Judge

Associate Judge

J o h n J. C a p p e l l i ,

Associate Judge
Associate Judge
Associate Judge
Associate Judge
O. Rogeriee T h o m p s o n ,

Associate Judge

S t e p h e n P. E r i c k s o n ,

M i c h a e l B. F o r t e .

Associate Justice
Kathleen A. Voccola,

Associate Justice
P a u l A . Suttell,

Associate Justice
P e t e r P a l o m b o . Jr.,

Associate Justice
H o w a r d I. L i p s e y ,

Associate Justice

Associate Judge
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADJUDICATION
COURT
V i n c e n t Pallozzi,

Chief Judge

G i l b e r t V. Indeglia,

Pamela M. Macktaz,

Associate Justice

Associate Judge
Janette A . B e r t n e s s ,

R o b e r t K. Pirraglia,

Associate Judge

R a y m o n d E. S h a w c r o s s ,

Bruce Q. Morin,

Michael A. Higgins,

Associate Justice
Associate Justice

Associate Judge

A l b e r t E. D e R o b b i o ,

Patricia D . M o o r e ,

FAMILY COURT

G e o r g e E. Healy, Jr.,

Associate Judge

J o h n F. Lallo,

Associate Judge
M a j o r i e R. Yashar,

Associate Judge

R o b e r t J. R a h i l l ,

Associate Judge

B e n e d e t t o A. Cerilli, Sr.,

Associate Judge

Walter Gorman,

Associate Judge

Lillian M . A l m e i d a ,

Associate Judge

John M. McLoughlin,

Associate Judge

E d w a r d C. Parker,

Associate Judge

F r a n k J. C e n e r i n i ,

Associate Judge

A l b e r t R. Ciullo,

Associate Judge

E l a i n e T. B u c c i ,

Associate Judge
J o s e p h P. Ippolito,

Administrator/Master

John A. Mutter,

Associate Justice
G i l b e r t T. R o c h a ,

Associate Justice
F r a n c i s J. M u r r a y , Jr.,

Associate Justice
J o h n J. O ' B r i e n , Jr.,

General Master
D e b r a E. D i S e g n a ,

Master
G e o r g e W. D i M u r o ,

Administrator/Master

WORKERS'
COMPENSATION
COURT
R o b e r t F. A r r i g a n ,

Chief Judge
W i l l i a m G . Gilroy,

Associate Judge
J o h n R o t o n d i , Jr.,

Associate Judge
Andrew E. McConnell,

Associate

Judge
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1996 Court Directory
SUPREME COURT
Clerk/Administrative
Offices
Licht Judicial Complex
250 Benefit Street
Providence RI 02903

Susan W. McCalmont,
Assistant
Administrator,
Policy and Programs
277-2500
Robert E. Johnson,
Assistant
Administrator,
Facilities and Operations
277-3249

Robert C. Harrall,
State Court Administrator
William A. Melone,
277-3263
Assistant
Administrator,
Human Resources
Joseph D. Butler,
Associate Administrator,
277-2700
State Courts
277-3266
Dennis E. Morgan,
Deputy Director, RIJSS
Brian B. Burns,
(Development)
Clerk Pro-tern
277-3000 (x323)
Director of Bar Admissions
277-3272
Holly Hitchcock,
Director, Court Education,
MCLE
Ronald A. Tutalo,
277-4942
Administrative
Assistant
to Chief Justice
277-3073
Linda D. Bonaccorsi,
Chief, Employee Relations
Gail Higgins Fogarty,
277-2700
General Counsel
277-3266
C e n t r a l Registry
277-2084
Kendall F. Svengalis,
State Law Librarian
277-3275
Judicial Record Center
1 Hill Street
Martha Newcomb,
Pawtucket, RI 02860
Chief, Appellate Screening 277-3249
277-3297
Carol Bourcier Fargnoli,
Chief Law Clerk
277-6536
Edward J. Plunkett, Jr.,
Executive Director, RIJSS
277-3000
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Judicial Council
Providence Square Bldg.
55 Dorrance Street
Providence, RI 02903
Girard R. Visconti, Chair
331-3800

Disciplinary B o a r d
John E. Fogarty
Judicial Annex
24 Weybosset Street
Providence, RI 02903
Diane Finkle,
Chair
277-3270
David D. Curtin,
Disciplinary Counsel
277-3270
Fugitive Task Force
Michael White,
Director
277-2018

SUPERIOR COURT
Providence C o u n t y
Licht Judicial Complex
250 Benefit Street
Providence, RI 02903
William J. McAtee, Esq.,
Administrator/Master
277-3215
John H. Barrette,
Deputy
Administrator
277-3215
Henry S. Kinch, Jr.
Clerk, Providence and
Bristol Counties
277-3220, ext. 2011
Michael Ahn,
General Chief Clerk
277-3220, ext. 2021
Joseph V. Conley,
Jury Commissioner
277-3245

Henry J. Vivier,
Assistant Jury Commissioner
277-3248
Evelyn A. Keene,
Assistant
Administrator,
Management and Finance
277-3215
Susan L. Revens
Assistant
Administrator
Planning and Caseflow
Management
277-3215
Bonnie L. Williamson,
Manager, Calendar Sen ices
277-3602
Robert J. Johnson
Manager, Security and
Operations
277-3292
Kathleen A. Maher.
Administrator,
Arbitration
Program
277-6147
Kent C o u n t y
Leighton Judicial Complex
222 Quaker Lane
Warwick. RI 02886
Jane W. Anthony,
Clerk
822-1311
Eugene J. McMahon,
Associate Jury Commissioner
822-0400
Jean Heden,
Manager, Calendar
(out counties)
277-6645
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Washington County
McGrath Judicial
Complex
4800 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield. RI 02879

Elaine Wood.
Principal Deputy
Juvenile
277-3352

Clerk,

Francis Pickett. Jr.,
Courtland R. Chapman, Jr., CASA / GAL Director
277-6863
Clerk
782-4121
Kent County
Leighton Judicial Complex
Newport County
Murray Judicial Complex 222 Quaker Lane
Warwick, RI 02886
45 Washington Square
Newport, RI

02840

Anne M. Collins,
Clerk
841-8330
FAMILY COURT
Garrahy Judicial Complex
1 Dorrance Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
George N. DiMuro. Esq.,
Administrator/Master
277-3334
Anthony T. Panichas.
Deputy• Administrator/Clerk
277-3334
David Heden.
Chief Intake Supervisor,
Juvenile
277-3345

Frank P. DeMarco,
Supervisory Deputy Clerk
822-1600
Newport County
Murray Judicial Complex
45 Washington Square
Newport, RI 02840

Patricia I. Dankievitch,
Deputy Administrator
277-6960
Joseph Senerchia,
Administrative Clerk
277-6960
Joan M. Godfrey,
Assistant
Administrator
277-6960
First Division
Garrahy Judicial Complex
One Dorrance Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
Cynthia Clegg,
Principal
Administrative
Clerk
277-6710

F i f t h Division
Garrahy Judicial Complex
One Dorrance Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
Alice Albuquerque,
Deputy Clerk I
277-6710
Sixth Division
Garrahy Judicial Complex
One Dorrance Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
Kevin M. Spina.
Supervising Clerk
277-6710
Raymond E. Ricci,
Deputy Clerk I
277-6710

Ellen F. Wilbur.
Supervisory Deputy Clerk
841-8340

Second Division
Murray Judicial Complex
45 Washington Square
Newport. RI 02840

Washington County
McGrath Judicial
Complex
4800 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield. RI 02879

Susan M. Caldarone,
Deputy Clerk I
841-8350

Garrahy Judicial Complex
1 Dorrance Plaza
Providence. RI 02903

Third Division
Leighton Judicial Complex
222 Quaker Lane
Warwick. RI 02886

Dennis I. Revens,
Court Administrator
277-3097

Edith Slater,
Supervisory Deputy Clerk
782-4111
DISTRICT COURT

Garrahy Judicial Complex
William Aliferakis,
Deputy Administrator/Clerk, 1 Dorrance Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
Accounting
Manager
277-3356
Joseph P. Ippolito, Esq.,
Administrator/Master
John Colafrancesco, Jr.,
277-6777
Supervisory
Accountant
277-3300 '
Jerome Smith,
F. Charles Haigh, Jr.,
Chief Clerk
Principal Supervisor Clerk 277-6960
Domestic Relations
277-3340

(To be appointed)
Chief Supervising DeputyClerk
822-1771
Fourth Division
McGrath Judicial
Complex
4800 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield. RI 02879
RoseMary T. Cantley,
Deputy Clerk /
782-4131

WORKERS'
COMPENSATION
COURT

Kenneth D. Haupt,
Deputy Administrator
277-3097
Arlene E. Maloney,
Assistant Deputy Administrator/
Systems
277-3097
Maureen H. Aveno,
Administrator,
Medical Advisory Board
277-1174
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Joann M. Faioli,
Principal Assistant
Administrator
277-3097
Dennis R. Cooney,
Senior Assistant
Administrator
277-3097
Edward J. McGovem,
Senior Assistant
Administrator
277-3097
ADMINISTRATIVE
ADJUDICATION COURT
345 Harris Avenue
Providence. RI 02909-1082
Leo Skenyon,
Administrator
277-2251
Robert Halpin,
Deputy
Administrator/Clerk
277-2994
Allen Simpkins,
Deputy
Administrator/Clerk
277-2931
Raymond Denisewich,
Super\'ising Accountant
277-2873
J. Ryder Kenney, Esq.,
Legal Counsel
277-1170
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TDD/TTY Numbers
Licht Judicial Complex
(401) 277-3269
Garrahy Judicial Complex
(401) 277-3332
Leighton Judicial Complex
(401) 822-1607
McGrath Judicial
Complex
(401)782-4139
Murray Judicial Complex
(401)841-8331
Administrative
Adjudication Court
(401)277-2994/3096
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Rhode Island District Court
APPELLATE CASEFLOW
Case Types

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Criminal
Added

95

96

114

109

110

Disposed

109

95

98

115

103

Pending

90

92

110

106

115

Added

318

353

292

349

296

Disposed

312

305

280

295

300

Pending

237

286

298

361

356

201

219

267

239

223

227

235

231

244

132

126

158

169

151

67

69

103

65

45

65

92

73

58

17

20

31

23

14

681

737

776

762

674

692

705

714

705

476

521

597

659

636

71

69

81

26

21

69

69

26

21

Civil

Certiorari
Added

187

Disposed
Pending

Other
Added

68

Disposed
Pending

All

Cases

Added

676

Disposed
Pending

Notices

of

Appeal

Pending
P e n d i n g O v e r 180 D a y s

68
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Rhode Island District Court
DISPOSITION DETAIL

Manner/Stage of Disposition
Before

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

82

77

75

84

98

81

106

Argument

Withdrawn
Dismissed
Petition G r a n t e d
Petition D e n i e d
Other

108

152

126

4

4

7

6

9
160

132

137

176

162

15

12

10

28

30

382

394

361

403

341

Total

After Argument/Motion

Calendar

Withdrawn
Affirmed

_
128

Modified

1

Reversed

24

1

1

3

1

145

102

120

79

26

11

21

14

16 G A f f i r m e d
Other

56

52

84

87

87

Total

209

224

198

231

181

1

2

1

1

77

59

67

75

72

After

Argument/Merits

Withdrawn
Affirmed
Modified

9

6

13

7

8

Reversed

40

20

31

39

40

Total

126

86

113

122

121

Total Dispositions

676

692

705

714

705

Average Time to Disposition.

8.3 mos.

8.2 m o s .

7.9 mos.

10.1 m o s .

10.4 mos.

Median Time to Disposition.

7.9 mos.

8.1 m o s .

7.4 mos.

9.0 mos.

8.8 mos.

37%

37%

43%

33%

35%

Percent Disposed within 180 Days of
Docketing
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Rhode Island Superior Court
CRIMINAL CASEFLOW
Felonies
Providence/Bristol
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 180 Days Old
% over 180 Days Old
Kent
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 180 Days Old
% over 180 Days Old
Newport
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 180 Days Old
% over 180 Days Old
Washington
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 180 Days Old
% over 180 Days Old
Statewide
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 180 Days Old
% over 180 Days Old

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996
4,765
4,536
229

4,149

4,274

4,175

4,378

4,607

4,283

4,389

4,120

-458

-9

-214

258

1,440

1,333

1,278

1,446

881

697

726

554*

(61.2%)

(52.3%)

(56.8%)

(38.3%)

857

757

772

863

893

712

667

716

-36

45

105

147

235

206

292

362

129

75

124

209

(55%)

(36.4%)

(42.5%)

(57.7%)

334

384

412

395

279

414

467

362

-55

-30

-55

33

141

122

77

119

52

49

40

59

(36.9%)

(40.2%)

(51.9%)

(49.6%)

424

357

323

409

493

375

332

372

-69

-18

-9

37

128

81

88

123

39

15

14

35

(30.5%)

(18.5%)

(15.9%)

(28.5%)

5,764

5,772

5,682

6,045

6,372

5,785

5,856

5,570

-608

-13

-174

475

1,944

1,742

1,735

2,050

1,101

836

904

857

(57%)

(47.9%)

(52.1%)

(41.8%)

•Method of determining age of cases modified in 1995.

1,747
757
(43.3%)

646
749
-103
271
134
(49.4%)

409
470
-61
80
30
(37.5%)

402
355
47
155
74
(47.7%)

6,222
6,110
112
2,253
995
(44%)
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Rhode Island District Court
CRIMINAL CASEFLOW
Misdemeanors
Providence/Bristol

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996
203
224
-21

C a s e s Filed

312

303

261

268

Cases Disposed

297

477

263

252

15

-174

-2

16

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

294

159

146

157

Cases over 90 Days Old

269

134

121

107

(91%)

(84%)

(83%)

(68%)

Caseload Increase/Decrease

% over 90 Days Old

124
88
(71%)

Kent
C a s e s Filed

310

118

116

97

Cases Disposed

333

183

95

102

Caseload Increase/Decrease

-23

-65

21

-5

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

70

35

68

67

Cases over 90 Days Old

47

23

39

56

(67%)

(66%)

(57%)

(83.6%)

C a s e s Filed

57

74

90

133

Cases Disposed

72

77

101

150

-15

-3

-11

-17

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

41

40

52

43

Cases over 90 Days Old

28

23

18

31

(68%)

(58%)

(35%)

(72%)

C a s e s Filed

61

41

60

236

Cases Disposed

65

63

67

194

Caseload Increase/Decrease

-4

-22

-7

42

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

27

20

20

114

Cases over 90 Days Old

15

11

12

44

(56%)

(55%)

(60%)

(38.6%)

C a s e s Filed

740

536

527

734

Cases Disposed

767

799

526

698

Caseload Increase/Decrease

-27

-263

-1

36

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

432

254

286

381

Cases over 90 Days Old

359

191

190

238

(83%)

(75%)

(66%)

(62.5%)

% over 90 Days Old

82
119
-37
44
20
(45.4%)

Newport

Caseload Increase/Decrease

% over 90 Days Old

58
108
-50
17
11
(64.7%)

Washington

% over 90 Days Old

303
374
-71
78
55
(70.5%)

Statewide

% over 90 Days Old
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825
-179
263
174
(66%)
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Rhode Island District Court
MANNER OF DISPOSITION
Felonies
Providence/Bristol
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trial
Other
Total
Kent
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trial
Other
Total
Newport
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trial
Other
Total
Washington
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trial
Other
Total
Statewide
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trial
Other
Total

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

3,981

3,753

3,923

3,721

49

41

23

21

490

401

358

299

84

82

78

79

3

6

7

0

4,607

4,283

4,389

4,120

4,135
10
329
61
1
4,536

822

609

606

648

7

16

3

1

49

57

50

47

11

28

7

14

4

2

1

6

893

712 .

667

716

331

347

407

328

8

6

9

2

33

57

43

27

3

3

8

4

4

1

0

1

379

414

467

362

422

345

299

344

5

3

3

4

59

20

23

16

6

7

7

8

1

0

0

0

493

375

332

372

5,556

5,054

5,235

5,041

69

66

38

28

631

535

474

389

104

120

100

105

12

9

8

7

6,372

5,784

5,855

5,570

653
9
49
36
2
749

401
27
39
3
0
470

309
9
23
9
5
355

5,498
55
440
109
8
6,110
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Rhode Island District Court
MANNER OF DISPOSITION
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Plead

145

253

165

119

158

Filed

32

42

21

16

13

113

163

65

103

42

Trial

2

13

6

8

7

Other

5

6

6

6

4

Total

297

477

263

252

224

74

Misdemeanors
Providence/Bristol

Dismissed

Kent
256

117

67

70

Filed36

28

8

13

15

Dismissed

30

27

10

12

19

1

4

0

4

5

Other

10

7

10

3

6

Total

333

183

95

102

119

48

Plead

Trial

Newport
Plead

27

37

59

95

Filed

18

13

13

16

12

Dismissed

18

16

26

21

27

Trial

1

2

2

3

5

Other

8

9

1

15

16

Total

72

77

101

150

108

Plead

32

44

41

131

205

Filed

8

13

16

41

122

18

5

7

14

39

Trial

2

0

0

3

7

Other

5

1

3

5

Total

65

63

67

194

1
374

Plead

460

483

332

415

485

Filed

94

96

58

86

162

179

212

108

150

127

6

20

8

18

24

Other

28

22

20

29

27

Total

767

833

526

698

825

Washington

Dismissed

Statewide

Dismissed
Trial
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Rhode Island District Court
CIVIL CASEFLOW
Civil A c t i o n s
Providence/Bristol
Total Cases Filed
Trial Calendar
Summary:
Cases Added
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending at Year End
Kent
Total Cases Filed
Trial Calendar
Summary:
Cases Added
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending at Year End
Newport
Total Cases Filed
Trial Calendar
Summary:
Cases Added
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending at Year End
Washington
Total Cases Filed
Trial Calendar
Summary:
Cases Added
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending at Year End
Statewide
Total Cases Filed
Trial Calendar
Summary:
Cases Added
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending at Year End

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

7,419

7,145

7.099

6,959

6,695

2,345
2,293
52
3,875

2,213
2,360
-147
3,720

2,026
2,207
-187
3,411

2,105
2,171
-66
3,238

2,236
2,051
185
3,244

1,219

1,168

1,070

1,159

1,074

401
374
27
1,038

343
478
-135
885

297
498
-201
655

345
445
-100
540

399
371
28
584

623

577

596

556

605

182
186
-4
330

141
192
-51
289

122
149
-27
262

181
182
-1
266

206
132
74
337

741

631

687

762

684

200
250
-50
491

220
212
8
508

182
246
-64
453

215
244
-29
430

236
311
-75
343

10,002

9,521

9,452

9,436

9,058

3,128
3,103
25
5,734

2,917
3,242
-325
5,402

2,627
3,100
-473
4,781

2,846
3,042
-196
4,474

3,077
2,865
212
4,508
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Rhode Island

District

Court

MANNER OF DISPOSITION — TRIAL CALENDAR ONLY
Civil Actions
Providence/Bristol
Verdicts
Judicial D e c i s i o n s
Total Trials
Dismissed/Settled/Other
Arbitration
Total D i s p o s e d

1995

1996

117

95

104

61

105

70

149

178

200

174

1,692

1,601

1,571

1,598

1,554

405

610

458

373

323

2,293

2,360

2,207

2,171

2,051

10

17

16

23

11

2

9

13

21

18

1993

1994

110

85

86

64

196

1992

Kent
Verdicts
Judicial D e c i s i o n s
Total Trials
Dismissed/Settled/Other
Arbitration
Total D i s p o s e d

12

26

29

44

29

269

343

363

319

285

93

109

106

82

57

374

478

498

445

371

4

Newport
Verdicts

5

7

3

9

Judicial D e c i s i o n s

27

6

1

6

3

Total Trials

32

13

4

15

7

126

163

127

142

108

28

36

18

25

17

186

212

149

182

132

3

7

6

13

6

18

7

18

10

11

Dismissed/Settled/Other
Arbitration
Total D i s p o s e d

Washington
Verdicts
Judicial D e c i s i o n s
Total Trials
Dismissed/Settled/Other
Arbitration
Total D i s p o s e d

15

14

24

23

17

190

135

190

199

237

39

43

32

22

57

250

192

246

244

311

125

Statewide
Verdicts

128

116

142

140

Judicial D e c i s i o n s

133

86

93

142

102

Total Trials

261

202

235

282

227

2,277

2,242

2,251

2,258

2,184

565

798

614

502

454

3,103

3,242

3,100

3,042

2,865

Dismissed/Settled/Other
Arbitration
Total D i s p o s e d
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Rhode Island District Court
JUVENILE CASEFLOW
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Wayward/Delinquent

6,448

6,492

7,174

7,386

Dependency/Neglect/Abuse

1,445

1,592

1,510

1,699

Termination/Parental Rights

425

332

440

536

Adoption/Guardianship

451

468

528

537

Violations

404

451

462

610

78

71

57

49

9,251

9,406

10,171

10,817

7,776
1,606
3%
690
713
57
11,238

Providence/Bristol

6,314

6,474

7,159

7,497

Kent

1,499

1,395

1,378

1,382

Newport

723

790

798

838

Washington

715

747

836

1,100

9,251

9,406

10,171

10,817

Juvenile Filings by Category

Other
Total Filings

Juvenile Filings by Location

Total

7,789
1,377
888
1,184
11,238

Juvenile Calendar Results for Wayward/Delinquent Cases
Providence/Bristol
458
208

Total P e n d i n g

240

371

713

567

Cases Over 90 Days Old

105

217

490

306

Total P e n d i n g

99

122

76

84

Cases Over 90 Days Old

48

80

40

23

Total P e n d i n g

33

68

72

46

Cases Over 90 Days Old

12

36

47

17

Total P e n d i n g

34

54

109

85

Cases Over 90 Days Old

17

25

80

46

51
8

Average Time to Adjudication for
104.1 d a y s 111.8 d a y s 113.7 d a y s 150.6 d a y s
Wayward/Delinquent Cases

101.3 days

Kent
73
28

Newport
28
9

Washington
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DOMESTIC RELATIONS CASEFLOW
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996
2,813

Divorce Petitions Filed
2,867

2,744

2,774

2,827

Kent

846

802

796

761

838

Newport

417

404

397

366

362

Providence/Bristol

Washington

Statewide Total

542

552

512

587

537

4,672

4,502

4,479

4,541

4,550

Abuse Complaints Filed
2,087

2,165

2,339

2,464

2,120

Kent

408

410

360

385

367

Newport

236

176

191

189

262

Washington

174

260

235

282

227

2,905

3,011

3,125

3,320

2,976

Providence/Bristol

Statewide Total
Contested Divorce Calendar Results
Providence/Bristol
Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

164

210

178

159

169

C a s e s o v e r 180 D a y s O l d

28

42

59

19

42

Cases over 360 Days Old

5

3

8

3

11

Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

92

42

49

33

34

C a s e s o v e r 180 D a y s O l d

46

9

8

3

5

Cases over 360 Days Old

14

1

1

0

0

Kent

Newport
Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

16

30

26

22

11

C a s e s o v e r 180 D a y s O l d

3

15

10

3

4

Cases over 360 Days Old

0

3

4

1

0

27

Washington
Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

13

24

38

40

C a s e s o v e r 180 D a y s O l d

2

1

16

9

6

Cases over 360 Days Old

0

4

2

3

2

Statewide
Total P e n d i n g C a s e s

285

306

291

254

241

C a s e s o v e r 180 D a y s O l d

79

78

93

34

57

Cases over 360 Days Old

21

11

15

7

13

Support Petitions Filed

4,842

5,248

6,979

5,631

6,407
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Rhode Island Superior Court
CRIMINAL CASEFLOW

1

Misdemeanors
Second Division
Filed
Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 60 Days Old

1992

1993**

1994

1995

1994

4.671
4.803
-132
245
84

3.735
3.954
-219
168
56

3.350
4.094
-744
166
29

3.244
3.760
•316
178
0

3224
1728
496
244
0

Third Division
Filed
Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 60 Days Old

10.059
8.333
1.726
706
36

6.422
6033
189
166
0

6251
5.731
520
178
1

5.583 ! 5.539
5.989
6.642
406 -1.003
299
207
0
0

Fourth Division
Cases Filed
Cases Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Total Pending Cases
Cases over 60 Days Old

5.287
3.750
-26
212
13

3.976
3.433
226
244
35

3.501
3.865
68
216
26

3.725
3.865
140
187
13

3.124
2.907
217
157
14

Sixth Division
Filed
Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease

20.688
18.438
2050

14.959
13.861
1.098

15.388
13.685
1.703

15.862
14.852
1.010

16.292
15.493
799

40.705
36.887
3.818

29.092
27.798
1.294

28.490
26.943
L347

28.414
28.466
-52

28.179
27.670
509

14.220
5.050
6.982
559
987
27.798

14.897
4.465
5.933
457
1.191
26.943

15.350
4.931
6.148
494
1.543
28.466

14.664
4.435
6631
412
1.528
27.670

6502

6452

6.676

6.453

Felonies and Misdemeanor* Courtwide
50342
49.062
Charges Filed
•
544
Bail Hearings

48.110
748

46.677

48.002
934

Courtwide
Filed
Disposed
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Manner of Disposition
Plead
Filed
Dismissed
Trials
Other
Total
Felonies Courtwide
Filed

9,637

* Unavailable due to automated system changeover
••In 199? there was a change in the method for countingmisdemeanorsThe unit of
count became the case instead of each charge

1.028
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Rhode Island District Court
CIVIL CASEFLOW
1995

1996

1,097

1,077

1,226

1,210

5

-129

-133

1,256
1,284
-28

2,665

2,536

1,461

2,290

2,103

2,050

1,922

1,982

562

486

-461

308

C a s e s Filed

1,404

1,170

2,121

1,175

Cases Disposed

1,236

991

1,579

1,552

168

179

542

-377

1992

1993

1994

C a s e s Filed

1,147

1,020

Cases Disposed

1,193

1,015

-46

C a s e s Filed
Cases Disposed

Regular Civil
Second Division

Caseload Increase/Decrease

Third Division

Caseload Increase/Decrease

2,385
1,823
562

Fourth Division

Caseload Increase/Decrease

1,126
1,180
-54

Sixth Division
C a s e s Filed

13,599

12,115

12,153

11,567

Cases Disposed

15,140

12,161

9,894

9,604

Caseload Increase/Decrease

-1,541

-46

2,259

1,963

12379
10,706
1,673

Courtwide
C a s e s Filed

18,815

16,841

16,832

16,109

Cases Disposed

19,672

16,217

14,621

14,348

17,146
14,993

Manner of Disposition
Defaults

10,606

8,463

5,847

5,133

Settlements

4,800

3,915

4,118

4,566

Judgments

4,135

3,832

4,645

4,613

131

7

11

0

0

0

0

36

19,672

16,217

14,621

14,348

5,535
4,185
5,263
0
10
14,993

329

293

306

246

204

Transfers
Other
Total

Appeals
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Rhode Island District Court
CIVIL CASEFLOW
Small Claims

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1,472
1330
142

Second Division
Cases Filed

1,093

895

1,034

1,160

Cases Disposed

2,3%

1,467

1,586

1,925

-1,303

-572

-552

-765

Caseload

Increase/Decrease

Third Division
Cases Filed

3,061

2,584

1,370

2,250

Cases Disposed

4,042

4,078

2,198

2,697

-981

-1,494

-828

-447

Cases Filed

1,956

1,326

1,350

1,196

Cases Disposed

1,829

1,404

1,469

1,442

127

-78

-119

-246

Caseload

Increase/Decrease

2,506
2,657
-151

Fourth Division

Caseload

Increase/Decrease

1312
1,360
-148

Sixth Division
Cases Filed

10,896

9,457

9,986

10,318

Cases Disposed

12,014

10,039

11,663

12,524

Caseload Increase/Decrease

-1,118

-582

-1,677

-2,206

Cases Filed

17,006

14,262

13,740

14,924

Cases Disposed

20,281

16,988

16,916

18,588

10,787

8,677

7,800

9,459

6,736

5,827

6,858

6,815

10,075
10,937
862

Courtwide
15365
16384

Manner of Disposition

2,758

2,484

2,258

2,314

20,281

16,988

16,916

18,588

9,029
5,116
2,139
16,284

160

105

82

104

96

Domestic Abuse

933

1,086

1,041

1,199

Administrative Appeals

402

253

356

211

1,155
163

Defaults
Settlements
Judgments
Total
Appeals

Other Categories
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Rhode Island Workers' Compensation Court
CASELOAD SUMMARY

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Employee Petitions
Original
To review
2nd Injury
To Enforce
Total

3,738
3,162
11
1,258
8,169

3,544
2,550
9
999
7,102

3,548
1,906
3
886
6,343

3,418
1,830
7
748
6,003

3,154
1,613
17
616
5,400

Employer
To review
Total

3,843
3,843

3,156
3,156

2,454
2,454

1,977
1,977

1,755
1,755

2,060
667
580
3,307

1,693
243
391
2,327

1,303
188
302
1,793

1,137
112
283
1,532

931
44
239
1,214

15,319
19,264
-3,945

12,585
13,310
-725

10,590
11,020
-430

9,512
9,599
-87

8,369
8,831
-462

4,706

4,076

3,662

3,535

3,087

Petitions Filed

Petitions

Other
Lump Sum Settlement
Hospital/Physician Fees
Other
Total
Total Petitions
Total Dispositions
Caseload Increase/Decrease
Pending Caseload
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Rhode Island Workers' Compensation Court
CASELOAD SUMMARY
Manner/Stage of Disposition

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

4,584

3,633
5

3,139
4

2,677

15

2,430
11
20
126
62
1,638
31
45
743
5,106

Pretrial
Pretrial Order
Order
Decree
Consent Decree
M a j o r Surgery
Withdrawn

2

41

53

34

18

550

265

185

158

332

36

106

81

4,606

3,140

2,749

2,201
36

Discontinued

104

166

57

Dismissed

501

190

121

73

Other

335

100

54

401

Total

11,068

7,588

6,449

5,647

Trial

89

59

32

4

Other

192

240

939

1,243

Total

7,273

5,303

4,227

3,631

814
322
694
264
130
37
8
1,063
3,332

Appeals

922

419

344

321

393

Total Dispositions

19,264

13,310

11,020

9,599

8,831

4,261

3,011

1,580

908

Consent Decree

524

414

347

351

Trial C l a i m W i t h d r a w n

986

1,067

826

709

Petition Withdrawn

899

331

357

285

99

99

78

88

223

82

68

43

Decision

Order
Dismissed
Discontinued
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Administrative Adjudication Court
CASEFLOW SUMMARY
1994

1995

1996

89,811

127.466

Summonses Disposed

92,167

115,698

101,879

Summonses Outstanding

53,586

27,669

53,526

Court Hearings

-

44,818

P a y by M a i l

-

46.527

Summonses Issued

(estimated)

Breakdown of Disposed Summons

10.534

A d j u d i c a t e d b y District C o u r t
-

101,879

Breathalyzer Refusals

-

-

Disposed

-

1,586

Pending

-

141

Insurance

-

-

Disposed

-

4,245

Pending

-

9,969

736

788

Total

Activity Summary for Selected Categories

A p p e a l s (Filed)

Note:
The Administrative Adjudication Court
has limited statistics at present but is in
the process of installing new hardware and
software that will greatly improve the court's
ability to produce statistics in the future.
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